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Tim -MURRAY LEDGE it.
MURRAY. KPCNTUOILIt THUSIDAY, 1•Eitiirn HY 17. 19101 SI.' 0 PPM IflIA
MONEY OF STATE
THROWN TO WINO
hank fortillry. , Feb. 18. -Ex-
travagance and illegal expendl-
tttrias-lit many department' of
the gate government is the situ.
talon uncovered b y Attorney
General M. M. Logan through
the work of his special assist-
ants, Logan M. Rock and John
C. Duffy. Mr. Logan gave vent
to strong statements regarding
deplorable conflitions at the state
capital.
"There is no need to dig
down," asserted Mr. Logan.
"You have only to scratch the
surface to discover it."
One of the discouraging fea-
tures of the situation to his mind
is that any attempt to correct
conditions is met only with the
strongest opposition. Unneces-
ary expense accounts and de-
partment salary and expense rolls
of illegal size are the chief fea-
tures so far-encountered.
It cost $61,000 last year to run
the office of the department of
education. That included only
the office expenses. This sum
war greater than the cost of ti e
conduct of the auditor's, attor-
ney generara andlnie governor's
offices contbined.
"The department made a re-
quest for seven stenographers,"
said Mr. Logan. "I don't know
how-enaneethee 12/1414 • 114" P if-Mr.
V. 0. Gilbert has the right to
appoint seven he has just as
much legal authority to appoint
'700, with no limitations on their
going to file suits against every-
one whom I discover has collect-
ed money from the state illeg-
ally." 0
St. Valentine Diener.
One of the most attractive so-
cial events of the season was a
dinner party given by the young
men to the S. 41 LA. -girls St.
Valentine's evening at-the New
Murray Hotel. All were in eve-
ning regalia, and in the beauti-
fully appointed dining room pre-
sented a very pleasing picture.
The valentine idea prevailed in
the decorations, service an d
amusements.
Miss Mary McElrath wore shill
pink satin with black over drap-
ery. Killarney roses. Escort,
Mr. 0. L. Boren.
Miss Bernice Edwards wore
turquoise blue with bodice of lace
with touches of skunk. Escort,
Mr. Henry Smoot.
Miss Lillian Stovall wore pink
crepe de chine with pansies, skirt
caught with rose buds. Killar-
ney. roses. Escort, Mr. 0. B.
Htitens.
Miss Louise Graham wore yel-
low satin with net over drapery,
with bodice caught at shoulders
with wired bow knots. Escort,
Mr. Eubert Paeker.
Miss Mary Lewis, of Paris,
guest of Miss Wilson, wore a
rrattlette dress of white -taffete
and green velvet. White roses.
Escort, Mr. Bernard Whitnell.
Miss Rozelle Wilson wore dress
of white taffete and gold em-
broidery caught with hand paint-
ed roses. Escort, Mr.-Robert
Schroeder.
Miss Gladys Owen wore green
chiffon over satin with lace and
salary. When I declined to coun. rhinestone trimmings en traine. 
He was thed member of
tenance such a proceedure, I be-
gan to be assailed in letters from
all over the state, wanting to
know whether I was opposed to
the common school system.
"If the superintendent ;needs
seven stenographers let him go
to the legislature, which is the
only body that has the power to
grant him that many, and ask
for it. Then there will be noth-
ing to prevent the naming of
wife, brother, sister or any oth-
er relative who has never writ-
ten a line of shorthand in his
life."
Escort, Mr. Bryan Langston.
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Wilkinson and Mr. and
Mrs. S. V. Bryan.
Mrs. Wilkerson was charming
in canary satin with beaded over
family of six sons to meet a
tragic death, one brother being
killed by a negro in Henry coun-
ty, Tenn., and another killed in
Mayfield years later.
Diversified Familag.
--Stye the Spriegfreiti,
"With the sales of tobacco at
already been made in the
dark tobacco district as a proba-
ble index to prices which are to
prevail this season, Mr. F. G.
Ewing is reported to be in cor-
respondence with the Agricultur-
al Experiment Stations of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee for the pur-
pose of having tables prepared
showing the cost of other crops
which may be grown as substi-
tutes for tobacco. The result of
his effort In this direction will
probably be that scientific men
will be sent into the district to
make a survey of this important
subject to be submitted to the
principals, after which confer-
ences will be held and printed
matter gotten up 'for_ distribu-
tion. Crop diversification is of
such great importance, in any
event, that no thoughtful man
can fail to realize the value of
practical research in that direc-
tion. Mr. Ewing is to be corn-
-mended for--his energies exerted
t-in behalf of-better farming and
I farm conditions.
, Notice to Creditors.
C A. Hot having field his_ ine
terest in the lumber business tfl
his partners, and in order to set-
tle the indebtedness of the old
firm, forces us to ask that each
and everyone owing us to come
in and settle their accounts and
.notes with us. Your prompt at-
tention to this will be appreciat-
ed, as we must have settlement
at once. Your friends
He is survived by his wife and . Hood, Hughes & Irvan.
_ - •
' fuZnithevtid•11 
bditi.WIFE 
rection tand gobble
TOne of he little hings ucci.sEEKs llivofiGuii:rditatiutty Tel intorstihe watt r parr
 -
urtle was chueping Imkó the
- - . dickens and seemed not-to know
Elizabethtown, Ky., Feb. 11 what to do. It would haat. drow--
Suit for divorce was filled in the ned if I had not rushed to the
Hardin-Cireuit Court last nigi*Micuet by Mrs. _Daiay Hamlett assinst4 "The little brood are content,
ed aryl have started it, cie ep al- '-;•--'-'-Barksdale Hamlett, former state
most like chickens. I expect to-superintendent of public ifistfuc-'
tion, and now contesting the el: hear them crow when they get
ection of J. B. Lewis for macre- old enough".
tary of state. Farmiastas
In her petition Mrs. Hamlett; • -
charges cruel and inhuman treat- Death, theeelentlese has ceme
mentextending over a period of into our midst and like an un-
a year and asks the custody ofi-timely frost, has nipped one of
their three children and $10,000, our fairest -buds. Only a few
alimony. --------imonths 'ago she came to bless
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlett, were !the home of Mr. and Mrs. At,.
married in this county in 1M99. gaily.ant God Ifl his Infinite
Mrs. Hamlett was Miss Daisy wisdom called her home. We ex-
Crume, of this county, and has tend our heartfelt sympathy to
been here with her parents for the family.
some time.. Mrs. Clayton Hargrove, of
Wingo, is visiting her father,
sold direct to the prizing Ed Overby.
houses of the purchasers of crops
made at•the barn door, began -i
earnest last week and several
hundred thousand pounds were
received in this way. So, alto-
gether it is estimated that total
receipts for the market for thes,i
week were between 1,500,1)00
-nerd 2,000,000 pounds.
This brings the sales for the,
season up to 3,891,170 pounds as!
compared with 3,290,070 for the
same time last year. This in-
crease is highly gratifying and.
tho We the In etteasetteratron11
which this market is enjoying.
Prices continue to rule low,
but this is largely due to the
great preponderance of the low
and common grades. So far the
inferior tobaccos have been rela-
tively- stronger in price, and
realizing this fact the farmers
are rushing it to the market so
as to get the benefit of these
good fi urea Some dealers areg •
predicting that a slump in these
_ - grades is bound to come, but so
dress. Pink carnations. +st+st+at+oppot+pt+ot+st+st+ot 4, st+st iret.i.imat4.10, friost+sti.R.144~4444.gtot far there is no indication of its
Mrs. Bryan wore lavender taf. t e ; arri val. -
fete with net over dress. Car-
nations. 
•
_ _ _
vei+4+a+1•4•184414.1s+WHefieflefte+4•ai-fle+21144Ii 941 fatia44444 11+11+ii+w+
Paducah, Ky., Feb. 12. - inc fair weather for a few days, no
Among the 100,000,000 inhab- Association reports that they I doubt farmers will begin burn-
itants of the United States, have not made any sales this ing their plant beds.
375,271, or about two out of every' week but are negotiating with
Religions Census. 
'better grades showed up during
!the week and theselbrought good 
extent.
!prices, going as high as $11.00
Iper hundred. while a number of
Most of our doctors have been -
,n the sick lige for some time.
"The worst part of it is that five, are members of some relig- I some parties on low and corn-, About 50,000 pounds of tobac- trucks sold from $10.00 to $11.00. Dr. W. 13. Stokes is conval
_.
no one regards the law. If the lolls body, accordingetaefigures mon gradesof-leafe-  ;co were sold --ea- the loose leaf
to be issued by the federal coun-legislature says you can't do a There were 26 hogsheads of floor of the Broadway Warehouse
cil of Churches of Christ in Am-certain thing, it's done anyway. old common leaf sold in Mayfield here yesterday. Though the qual-
The auditor's department is al- erico. The gaines made during at prices ranging from 7 to 8 ity was not quite as good as last 1 The hogshead market contin- ' ago and received a very painful
lowed $23,000 a year to run on.I the past year are given at 648,- cents. These are the only sales week, prices ranged about the ues dormant with no receipts and
It has been using $30,000 -with-' 193 as against 779,Z76 during the reported in this district during same. Best leaf sold. for $7.40 
no sales reported for the week. i
njury in his side. We hope it
out any apologies. In the last re-Year 1914. ;the past week. !this week. though the average 
will terminate in no bad results.
I
port from that office I noted that
MEETS DEATH BY
GUN IN OWN HAND
!a large family et children. Al-
ter funeral services by Rev. J.
C. Rudd the buttal took plc,-4n
the Coles Camp around ceinete
ery. Mr. Stubblefield was a mem-
ber of the W. 0. W. lodge anti
1---; - also carried other insurance.
R. C. Stubblefield, who Meld-
ed about a mile south of Dexter
on the-Asbury Redden farm,
died last Friday afternoon etets
gunshot wound inflicted by a 22-
calibereifle that was accidental-
ly discharged while the gun was
being lifted over a fence. Mr.
Stubblefield left his home some
time before the accident occurr-
ed to work on a plant bed some
distance from the house and car-
ried the small flrearmewith Mm,
En route back to his home he
climbed a fence and left the gun
leaning against a fence post and
in lifting the gun over it was ac-
cidentally discharged. The ball
entered the right temple and
passed entirely through the head.
The wounded man was carried
home by persons attracted by the
report of the gun and medical
aid hurriedly summoned b u t
death resulted within less than
thirty minutes. -
_ "Bob" Stubblefield, as he was
familiarly known,- was a native
of this county, being reared on
the east side and was a son of
Uncle Art Stubblefield, who re-
sides near New Concord, at -al-
so a briather of Bill Art Stulgelse-
field of the same section. His
widow is a daughter of the late
Wm. Creek, who lived northwest
of Murray many years. Mr.
Ittnblittlield was a hard'working
man and a clever citizen, and
his. sudden death was a great
shock to his family and friends.
sn't
averageme _ _
X
Clayton Alexander. banker at
ornpsons Station, Term., wife
and new son are at Mrs. Jennie
Colley'a. He is wearing the
smile that is so very character-
istic with a "new daddy."
- I
Charlie Hudspeth and his most
interesting family_haee moved
to-our town and 'are 
so3Ourning•It 
 
the home f Mrs. Curtis. 
-
The many friends of Miss Ju-
lia Moore are very glad to hear
that she is steadily improving.
re -have been quite- a 4114411-,----
her of chalets of measles north of
here in the neighborilood of the
Jones school house. We think •
the worst is aboet over. We
were fearful. that it would get
in our school, which is progress-
ing so nicely. Marvin Hargrove, _
ass'stant music teacher, says his
department is just getting along
fine. Herschel Evans, superin-
tendent of the primary depart-
ment, is giving perfect satisfac- .
tion. So with the fine corps of
teachers and Messrs. Hargrove
- E.54 as against $5.85 the wee . 0d Evan
s as assistants we feetshowed a slight decrease bein
fore. For the season 'the av-
erage is $5 33. •
Some scatteripg offerings of
•
veu,r.narwnen tne g
tobacco begins to show up in
quantity the averages will be
boosted materially.
' The weather for the past week v.•as as good as last week when OLD HEN HATCHES BROOD OF
'expressage' for 1915 coat $1,500. MAKES PROPOSITION TO LEAVE has been fair, but cool, but con.; the top price was $8.00. her 
sister, Mrs. Victor McAllis-
That was almost twice as much
as the year before, and I knew ' STATE TO GET OUT OF PRISON 
i siderable tobacco has been mov.! A large crowd attended th. TURTLES: PROUD OF FAMILY ter, at Fulton.
1
. t
• sure of a very successful school -
The grip which has been so-
prevalent is subsiding to some'
cent uow; but is riot able -to -do
much work. •
S. C. Wilson fell a few days
that such a sum couldn't have
been exneaded .for expressage.
I detailed Mr. Rock to look into
it, and he reports that the mon-
ey W 3 spent in!'going after re-
quisitioned peisonere. -The am-
ount used to be chargei to 'ek-
press agents, and the custom
A ha 4 continued.
"One trip of an officer to Mich-
igan cost the state over $200.
He didn't get the prisoner, and
the taw expressly barbids pay-
ment unless the prisoner is beg-
ged. His next trip, in which he
got h;s man, cost the state $250.
These sums are outrageous. Of-
ficers have made it a custom to
come to Frankfort to get extra-
dition papers. The state has
been paying their expenses. This
is someting else that is needless.
The papers could be mailed to
them. and they could make their
trips from their home city.
"Every department that I
touch, reveals the same condi-
tiotteiLehtil I am-thoroughly dis-
gusted. IRIS ready-to throw the
whole business overbssel and !et
eotOne 41,re step ir, who
be coutents d toi deft : upine y..
along. _ But i I stay Le' e I am
CraWirtr.
ing. There is considerable im-
provement in the order. At the
I Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 14.-The same time a great deal of tobac- Mayfield, KY., Feb. 14.-0ne
'county officialeare debating with co is being delivered too soft.
Prices in the country for loose
tobacco continue about the same
sales. -eta Center Advance.
the city officials on the proposi-
tion of what disposition to make
of Cal Cloys, who seems a con- as for the past several weeks. 'of Monday morning on the loose
firmed bootlegger and has so far There were loose leaf ware- leaf floor of McClain & Waldrop.
refused to quit. Confinement in house sales at Mayfield, Murray,' About 90,000 poiunds were sold
the county jail for a year or La Center and Paducah. but the, by Auctioneer HS.P. Farris. The
', more, although it seemed to im- sales were rather light. The lugs brought from $2.65 to $3.70
pair his health, yet he centinued quality of the offeeings on the arid the leaf from $4.50 eter-$7.1.10
to ply his trade as soon as he-loose floor sales is rather poor;per hundred. The bidding leas
struck 'terra firma w$ tat, and the order generally irregu,rtapirited and the tone thenrer.. l'Crn
since his capture last Sunddy• ler, and prices for leaf in soft ket was firm and the number of.
with 27 pints of whisky' in his order were a little easier than buyers larger than usual.
possession, has made a proposi- last week, otherwise the market The prospects are that next
,tion that he would like to accept
the verdict of leaving the county
if he would be released from
'prison. The city court has a tine
'-oestwo against Cal and this will
have to be released before Cal
could be permitted to step across
;the line. County Judge Gregory
!says that he is a "state-eider"
and he would not listen to any
kind of a prosoaition with a les-
ser scope than the state.
_ accept -the sta.e
proliotaion-ehe Aid the entire
Cioyalantily, would have-to shake
(hr • KerauckSf dust- frern their
e JesigteGT egory.'
ellinee •• .
er
was unchanged. The lug mar-
ket was very firm with prices
fully as high as last week, but
the offerings being small and
-the-most of them eofnmon, and
they being divided among sever-
al buyers made buyers some
more anxious probably than if
the offerings had been large.
-Farmers are-generally dispos-
ed to sell their tobaccO and the
crap will change hands very rap-
idly from no on with favorable
weather .eondit ions.
's • Ste far no preparetions have
been tuaelc for pi:Ming elie- 191.1;
tree, tu- eirtrimetior of
of the most successful tobacco
sales that has taken placelintle
loose floor this season was that
•
Monday, which is the next sales
day on this floor, that there, will
be 150,000 pounds to be sold.
Those who seem to know think
that it is only a matter of time
until all of our tobacco will be
sold on the loose leaf floor.
 - •
Hopkinsville, Ky., Fillb 14.-
Loose floor sales of tobacco for
last wek -arc reported by Secre,
tary Abernathy of the' tobacco'
beard Of t r a-d e at 1,025,220
pounds, the higleet of the ;preset
ent season endiright at the top
of the list for any. season. -itiftuftitr'f
&lion to tittle-the
Miss Alline Pryor is visiting
• Mrs. B. N. Pellen, who has
Musgogee, Ok., February 13:been quite sick, is now .very
-Frank Frain, farmer, has the much better. Her many friends
queerest 'b 'rood of "chickens" will be very glad to knew of her
. _• ever  in his p_o_teltry_yard out on recovery._ _
Mystery street, this city. Rev. A. L. Wilson,. of May-
, Frain was walking. along the field, tilled _hie regular appoint-
sandy shores of the GeanditiVer ment at the Christian church
a few weeks aeo when he' un- last Tueday. As usual he preach-
earthed a nest of turtle eggs. ed a most excellent sermon. Rev.
Gathering them up, he carried Wilkie is likepur doctors in one-
them home and placed them tin- respect; it takes something be- -
der an old hen that had been sides the highway, cold -weathe
-thremeh4ag thiligal-1-4r---some-er,--rainy-et to tail. hint _ .
-
•
time past. There may be some honor in
"A few days ago," said Fain, having a "highway," but we
I heard the old hen making an fail to see the point.
awful fuss and went out to in- .
vestigate. Blamed if she hadn't Revival at Methodist Church
hatched out the whole mess of
turtle eggs and was almost crazy A revival meeting will begin
txying_tQ keep track.of and _1111 at the Methodist church Son,i;
count for her strange brood. at 11 o'clock a. m. ' Rev. E. B.
"Mother instict, however, fin.: Ramsey..of Broadway Methodist
ally allayed her fears and she is church:Paducah, will arrive on
now as happy with her young- Monday morning to do the .pre-
eters as any old hen could possi.i.aching. -- All christian people of
blee be with chicks. ;Murray are urgently requested'
"She-seretecheseeecound t h e to co-Operate the meetingsand
yard With the turtles trailin'g :If- a warm welcsame awaits you.
ter her, and when she unearth:: -The pastor's subject .Stindey at.
a grub'wet m tte.4e_leseles. as me 1 )- reorneng. hour will. be • eet
-erly are -es-Alt lo ciee the Ilapzeumeelassi: Sayeas..**-see' A,„„
efis, Tien:1; it .e aeTsrey. Us. iSelL
'•-•
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You Caa
Avoid This
By Using
PIE-RU-NA
44 TEM LEA/ERVIN
Catarrh means inflam-
mation, which is stagna-
tion—the gorging of the
circulation with impure
blood.
Correct all catarrhal condi•
00014 wherever located, by the
PERUN A, obtainable la
glass liquid or tablet Iona at
I dreggisis Of the
Peruna Company
Columbus, Ohio
EARLY VELVET BEANS OR SALE
White Ilepthoeust 1114:01=paardi Writs toi
teauaresup Orden Poi liprtinaisnrs.
For immediate Use.
An old Hip Van Winkle of a fellow
vent into a country drug store and
asked for some powder.
''Face. gun or bug" asked the clerk,
leaning far over the counter.
"Hug." replied the old man. "and
ne'an to mind about wrappin' it up—
just blow it on my whIskers."—Cot-
trell's Magazine
- -
STOMACH MISERY
GAS, INDIGESTION
°Pape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
Time It' InWe—minutes all stomach
distress will go. No Indigestion, heart-
burn, sourness or belching of gas. acid.
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pipe's Diapepsin is noted for its
-*Peed in regulating upset ertomachs.
It is the surest, quickest„and most cer-
tain indigestion remedy in the wholo
world, and besides it is harmless
Please for your sake, get a large
fifty-cent case of Pipe's Diapepsin
IIN Tor
TRZ NrUltKAT LIDO11, 1117111AT, IT.
CYCLONi-DAVIS AND THE COLLAR
Representative "Cyclone ' Darts
of Texan has denied on the floor of
the house that he had promised the
farmers of Texas never to wear a
collar, although he did -admit that
what he wears Is becomlista national
ottestiew-- -
.Mzva.is14s bad a Il
chest and that be had been 
allelel
by a physician to protect his throat
and lungs its added •
have endeavored to- do This by
wearing • muffler. This week I pulled
off a silkenetto muffler that cost me
5140 and put on a 15-cent collar and
it becomes a national sensation. For
the benefit of the very delicate and
fastidious sensibilities of the New
York gentry and diamond-decked
dudes who read the papers, I beg to
say that 1 have little regard for the
'flummery. frills, flounces and furbie
lows that the world calls fashion.
I think comfort, decency and healtli
should be the governing factors in the salecticie of all 
dress."
The other day Speaker Clark beckoned to Mr. Davis.
"I would like to have you preside over the house for • few
 minutes," he
said.
"I would be deeply honored," said Davis.
"But you must not about 'Amen' from the chair," warned M
r Clark.
"Then I can't accept the gavel." said "Cyclone." and he 
walked back to
his seat, and began yelling "Amen" again with redouble
d force.
SENATOEtiNADSWORTH HAZED
Senators have been laughing over
a little practical joke played on Rena-
-tor Wadsworth of New York. Though
Wadiith has been In the sen-
ate only a few weeks, he has-estab-
lished his popularity;. but a new sena-
lite§• popularity' My- -adds to the
pleasure 'his older colleagues take in
ntildiy "hazing" him. The hazing
meted out to Mr. Wadsworth was Just
the reverse of the classic methods of
West Point, for. Instead of having
food stuffed down his throat, he was
SWIM Pfarved.
Whether the vice preaden
In the plot or not does not appear, but
just before luncheon time he beck
oned to Mr. Wadsworth, handed him
the gavel, and left Mr: Wadsworth
from any store and put your stomach to preside. Then Mr. Poindexter of
right. Don't keep on being miserable Washington began a speech. that lasted
—life is too short—you are not here two hours and a bait ----Mrs. -Wads-
long, so make your stay agreeable. worth was In the gallery -waiting for
Eat what You like and digest it: en- the - senator to take her VI-luncheon.
foe it, without dread- of rebellion in and the senator from New York was e
ager to go,
the stomach. place. The vice president kept out of sight,
 and
Pipe's DiapepsIn belongs in your Wadsworth beckoned frantically only smi
led and
home anyway. Should one of the fam-
ily eat something which doesn't agree
but no one .would take his
the senators to whom Mr.
shook their heads.
Finally when Mr. Poindexter had roncluded and the vice pres
ident had
returned, Mrs Wadsworth had gone away in despair, and the senat
or from
with them, or in case of an attack of New York, almost exhausted with hunge
r, ate by himself In the senate
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or restaurant.
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.
What Did He Mean?
Mrs. Dough—How do I look in my
new furs?
Mr. Dough—Out of sight. •
WHEN KIDNEYS ACT BAD
TAKE GLASS OF SALTS
Eat Lesc Meat if Kidneys-144tAle-Vett
Have Backache or Bladder Misery
—Meet Forms Uric Acid.
No man or woman who eats meat
regularly can make a mistake by flush-
ing the kidneys occasionally, says a
well-known authority. Meat forms
uric acid which clogs the kidney pores
so they sluggishly filter or strain only
part of the waste and poisons from
the blood, then you get sick. Nearly
all rheumatism, headache3. liver trou-
ble. nervousnese. constipation. dizzi-
ness. sleeplessness, bladder disorders
come from sluggish kidneys.
The moment you feel a dull ache in
the kidneys or your back hurts, cr If
the urine is cloudy,. offensive._ full of
sediment, irregular of passage or at-
tended by a sensation of scalding, get
about four ounces of lad Salts from
any reliable pharmacy end take a
tablespoonful in a glass of water be-
fore break:est for a few days and your
kidneys will then act fine. This fa-
mous salts is made from the acid of
grapes and lemon juice, cembined with
lithia reel has been used for genera-
teens to flush_elogged kidneys and
stimulate them to activilYThTIO io yièü-
tralize the arils in urine so it' ne
longer causes irritation. thus enclizor-
.• bladder disorders.
Jad Salts is inexpensive and cannot
Injure: makes a delightful efferves-
cent lithia-water drink which all reg-
ular meat eaters Piloted take now and
then to keep the kidneys clean and
the blood pure, thereby avoiding se
AMA kidney complications.—Adv.,
Best Test.
"How was the ehow?"
"Great. You know it was a failure
In New York."
Not eiray Beira bet Third -.yea
make as look older thin we are. Keep
your Eyes young and you will look Yount
After the Movies Murinc Your Eyes. Dent
tell emir axe. Murtne Eye Remedy Coe
Chicago, Seeds Eye Book on requeet.
• A woman te very apt to overeste
_Visite the good time her husband has
whenhe IS limey front home, •
liastordh Balsaiin thellaWl
tails „ Ade. •
None but n fool le always right.-
1- •
,
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BID FOR HARMONY
What Progressives Want of Re-
publican Party.
Seek Only Nomination of Roosevelt
—Willing le Allow the Platform
te is as Reactionary as Wall
Street May Desire.
Chairman Mlles of the Republican
National committee gives assurances
that the National convention "will he
open•minded," and Franklin Murphy
• ed- Now Jersey node that "theta is a
_great disposition to bring about bar-
numy It the Progressives are not too
nasty,"
The Progressives consist of the col-
onel, who always runs for office, and
of Oeorge W. Perkins, who always
pays the freight. The others do not
count. We are sure that the colonel
and Brother Perkins will not be "too
nasty." The colonel will be satisfied
with the nomination for president,
and Brother Perkins will be setisfied
to have the Republicans cellect the
colonel's campaign fund, trusting to
the colonel's fondness for "men of
my type" for further reward.
In order to have harmony so far as
the Progressives are concerned, all
the Republicans need to do is to nomi-
nate the colonel. They may make the
platform as reactionary as they
please. They may sell out the party
to the highest bidder in Wall street.
They may restore Hannalem In Its
must sordid and attester form. But
If they nominate the colonel the Pro
gressives will not be "nasty."
Real Basis of Prosperity.
A New York financial publication
calculates that last year, whereas our
foreign trade amounted to .5,350,000,-
000, the domestic commerce of the
United States was over $500,000,000,-
000. That is, In the year of the great-
est foreign commerce we have ever
— known, that rots-melee was -only- one
per cent of the domes* business.
It is well for Americans to keep
these considerations in mind. After
all, this country is the chief market
for this country's products ancesindus-
try. The most important effect that
can be made for promotion of Indus-
try enterprise is to Insure that Our
own products have the best chance
in their home market, our own labor
be employed at remunerative wages.
-oreign trade is highly important
to us, but domestic traffic is immeas-
urably more so. The tact cannot be
too earnestly impressed. That voile
which will do most for home produc-
tion, whIch'-wilt strit--tasurance of
steady, permanent employment to la-
bor and capital, Is after all the reaJ
basis on which permanent prosperity
will be established
cause of the conservation of national
resources, lie was president of the
Fettle National -Legnsetvation congress.
held In eVashington. D. C.. in 1913, and
his administration of the affairs of
the congress,,, broughCabout notable
achievements in the matter of for-
estry and ,water power conservation.
Mr. Pack was one of the fir forestry
experts in America. In 1885 he re-
ceived from the late Jay Gould what
is believed to have heen the firstelatrge fee ever paid in the count
ry for the
services of-a forester. He has been a conspicuous suc.ess in busin
ess and
finance.° Tie Ts *Ice erosidefit of-the- World Court league and a mem
ber of
the National Institute of Social Sciences.
PEER, BUT NO ARISTOCRAT
His would be an unimaginative
soul that did net find some inspira-
tion and quickening in the career of
Lord Shaughrsay, the son of an Irish
policeman cif MiTwaulice, . who
has now added4o.. his other honors
the rank of peer to the realm.
Shaughnessy Wmself has strong
views on the question of aristocracy.
Mere than once he has expressed his
repugnance to an aristocracy of
wealth, such as prevails in America,
and for'an aristocracy of family based
en wealth, sueh as prevails in Eng-
land.
I,ord Shaughnesey began railroad-
ing as a lad of sixteen in the office of
the Chi, ago. Milwaukee & St Paul
railroad. Ten years later he was the.
company's general storekeeper When
Sir Van Horne took over tete
management of the Canadian Pacific
in leel he took the first train to Mil-
waukee in order to sree nre 1he serviee3 ,
of Tom Shaughnessy-as his purl basing agent. He found him i
n a restaurant
and fixed the appointmem -then and there, for Sbaughnessy 
was considered
the best purchasing agent on any American railroad. 'The
n it eaa Just one
step after another; assistant maneger, Manager, 
vice president, general
nager. end then president at the agent forty-eix years.
Shaughnostlyjme been described as the ablest man 
in.railada. Ile has
t a warm heart, hot impetuosity And driving Power of t
he tYpIcat Telehmfet.r
And he Is Irish-through and through.' Ile named 
his summer place down by
the sea Fort Tipperary long before Tipperary bec
ame the marching song of
-British lel-robs. . He Is a Roman Catholic and an
 ardaht home rolls.
charles Lathrop Pack, financier,
worker in many public-spirited move-
ments and one of the fathers of the
conservation movement, was unani-
mously elected president of the Amer-
ican Forestry association at its re-
cent annuaL convention in Boston.
Me; Tack makes his home In
Lake-woo-4. N. J , and Fleveland,
New Strength for Lame Backs
and Worn-out Conditions
Dear Mr Editor'
I suffered from lame back and a
tired, worn-out feellug. %Vas unable to
stand greet and scarcely able to get
around. It would usually come on at
first with crick in small of my back.
I took Anuric Tablets and my back
commenced to get better. I did not
have to walk doubled over as I did
before using thi "Amnia." It is the
best remedy 1 have ever taken for
what it Is intended to relieve.
A. 0. DRAKE.
NOTE —When your kidneys get
sluggish and clog, you suffer front
backache, sick-headache. dizzy spells,
or the twinges and pains of lumbago,
rheumatism and gout. "Aauric" is the
most powerful agent Is dissofirifig
uric acid. is hot water melts sugar.
Ask the druggist for "Anurie." put
up by Dr. Pierce, in 110-cent packages.
C.
 Amp, 
FROM GIRLHOOD TO OLD
AGE WOMEN ARE HELPED
At the first syteptaina„sit any
 de-
rangement of the feminine or
ganism
at any period of life the one safe, 
really
helpful remedy Is Dr. Pterce's Favor
ite
Prescription for every conceivable ail-
ment and disease of a womanly nature.
It is a woman's temperance medicine
and its Ingredients are published on
wrapper
Dr Pierce's Favorite Prescriptlott, I.
• true friend to women in times o
f
trial and at times of pain when the
organs are not performing their func-
tions. For headache, backache, hot
flashes, catarrhal conditions, bearing
down sensations, mental deprellatelle .
dizziness. faintft Spells, 11111111111.----
should never Wits take this triad
true women's medicine.
Taste In Reading.
"Oliver's taste for books seems to
be improving"
"I'm very glad to hear that. But
are you quite sure about it?"
"Perfectly sure. Last week I caught
him perusing • live cent hair raiser.
and this week be Is reading nothing
but dime novels. That's a hundred
per cent improvement."
-
PREPAREDNESS
ro Fortify The System Against Ode
when Grip Is prevalent LAXAIIVE Sit(iNIO
QUININE should bo •s Ibis combination
ii Quinine with ether Ingredients, destroys
(sunk arts as a Tease and Laaatiro and thus
Seeps Om system In aortalltion ea withstand
Colds, Grip and Indust's: That. Is out/ no.
"ItitOMO QUININE." IL W. GROVE'S Ur
swirl! on boa. as
Had Preference In Coirrs.
She (coyly)—Will you love me when
my hair turns gray? _
He ibrutallyi—Yes, but not when
it turns mauve or Nile green. You
had better use another brand.—Rich-
mond Times-Dispatch,
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOR IA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
_Beard the
Signature of 1.(=e
In roe for Over 30 ears
Children Cry for Fleteher's Castoria
Getting Satisfaction.
Be Quiz—Why did you walk home
(rota the races?
'Be Whin (with isittarneee)—Ilecause
I wanted to beat the nag I bet on.
Weak, Fainty Heart, and Hysterics
can be rectified by taking -Renovine" a
heart aselserve tonic. Price sec aqd fx. MIL
"J IS the greatest Inito130(int-
known. —
Feel *herb's* of Wedding Rings.
A shortage of wedding rings In Jew-
elers' shops and In wholesale factories
is experienced throughout Britain, 
al-
though the shortage has nothing to do
with • scarcity of gold. There are
three main causes for the wedding
ring famine. There has been a very
great number of war weddings; 
the
working claim& biting to high wage-,
have bought (imp gem rings in great
numbers, and there is a serious short,
age of skilled jewelers' workmen.
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half plot of water add I es Bay Rum, a
small hoz of Herb() Compound, and 15 os of
glycerine. Apply to the hair tele.) a week
until It beromea tke desired abaci*. Any drug
-
gist can pet this up er you can miz It at
home at very little ewe It wilegradually
darken streaked, faded gray hair, and re-
moves dandruff. It is excellent for falling
hair and will make harsh hair soft and glo
ssy.
It will not color the wale, is not &Way 
of
greasy, and dues not rib off.—Adv.
Couldn't.
She—But papa says you're living he-
yond your means. .
lie—Absolutely istrue-- T have or
means.
COVETED BY ALL
but possessed by (ow---a 
beautiful
_head ot hair. If yours is streaked 
with
gray, or is harsh and stiff, you can
 re-
store it To- Its former beauty and lus-
ter by using -1.4t Creche!. Ihdre.A17
bag. Price 51.00.—Ady.
Misunderstood.
"Are you a plain cook?"
suppose I could be punier, mum."
And the smaller the girl the larger
the doll necessary to satisfy her in.
cipient maternal instinct.
121hortCy after the wedding march
many a ism discovers that be4 gS
April too
Carthage Mothers Find New Way
To Keep Boys Free From Colds
New They Are Not Afraid to Let the
Children Run Outdoors
Freely.
Every mother knows how hard it is
to keep children, especially boys, in-
doors in bad weather. And yet if they
run out it usually means croup or
colds. Carthage. Mo., mothers have
solved this problem by keeping plenty
of. fresh air in the bedroom at night,
and applying a hot application of
Vick's Vap-O-Rub at the first sign of
Coal & Iron company in defiance of trouble. _
As one of the active organizers of e the Sherman law
. Yap-O-Rub really Is a remarkabl
e
famous conference of governors, ladd The moral seems
 to be OM these preparation. It is the
 Invention of
at the White ii0U30 in 1908, he was magnates prize the priv
ilege of break- a North C
arolina druggist, and Is
instrumental in giving impetus to the lug the law me
re highly than the 
universally used in the South, but was
introduced here only last winter.
Steel Trust Dividends.
The steel trust resumed pa}ing divi-
dends at the rate of 5 per cent on its
common stock, after a long period of
lower or wholly absent returns. It
made this recovery under a low-tariff
regime and during a Democratic ad-
ministration. Yet steel trust mag-
nates are working tooth and nail to
displace that administration, and
bring hack to the NVIete House the
man whose wild mouthings precipi-
tated the panic of 1907—when they
were allowed to absorb the Tennessee
chance to earn good dividends. Is
this preference due entirely to senti-
ment, or deems it have its basis in
• stock-market profits not shown on the
balance sheet of the corporation?
:
Country's Prosperity.
Exports 40 per cent larger than the
previous high record, and eicess of
exports much more than twice as
liege in spite of small reduction in
imports. tell a remarkable story of
quick trade expansion into outside
matkets. Net gold imports for the
year of $420,528,672 were three times
greater than the highest record of
any year before the war and leave
an apparently unsettled export excess
of above $1.358.000.000, which largely
represents the amount of foreign
loans absorbed here during the year
and American securities sold here by
foreign holders.
Somewhat inconsistent.
We as a country are facing a great
world crisis in which for the last
eighteen months this nation has fall-
en far short of its duty, both to its
own people and to the law-abiding and
'Justice-loving nations of mankind.—
'Colonel Roosevelt.
And this from the man who tore
up-the treaty with Colombia, made the
United States government the part-
ner of a paid lobbyist and "took" 
the
Isthmus of Panama
Party of 'Personalities.
For a party devoted to principles
exclusively, the Progreseivee have an,
unfortunate Way of getting their prin-
ciples snarled up with personalities.
"Don't get it into yotir mind," says
Mr. Perkins, "that we are going to
abandon the principles for which we'
fought in 1912. The national features
of or. 1912 platform are mo
re necea
I
sary today than they were then.' And
Thee are' summed up' in a single
phrepte -Get rid of Wilson." In 1912
th.3 eternal principles of fewest Justice
amounted to 'Vet rid of Tart."
It comes in salve form and is ap-
plied externally over the throat and
chest. Externally—it acts like a poul-
tice or plaster. relieving the tightness
and soreness. Internally—it acts like
a vapor-lamp, except that you do not
have to keep the windows shut and
the fresh air excluded as you do with
the old fashioned vapor-lamp. Vick's
is so made that the body heat re-
leases the ingredients in tho form of
vapors. These vapors are inhaled with
every breath through the air passages
to the lungs, carrying the medication
right to the affected parts.
Mrs. Lee Wi;'.son, 499 E. Chest-
nut St., Carthage. tiled Vick's Vap-0-
Rub for a cold and hoarseness in
chest and throat, and also fer mus-
cular soreness, and writes—"I have
never used anything with as good re-
sults. I believe it is a necessity in
every home."
Mrs. ML. Salyard, 1115 S. Maple St..
Carthage, tried Vap-O-Rub for a "very
severe cold in my head and received
almost instant relief."
Mrs. Bertha Crowe, R. F. D. No. 7,
has a little boy four years old who
'is bothered with bronchial trouble,
and catches cold whenever he runs
out in damp weather. His head and
nose stop up and he coughs so much
that his lungs wheeze until you can
hear him all over the room." Mrs.
Crowe says she Just rubs Vap-O-Rub
well over the throat and chest and
covers with a warm flannel cloth, and
the vapors arising open his head.
She also stops his cough by letting
hint swallow a small piece, In fact,
Mrs. Crowe writes us quite a long
letter and ends by saying—"l would
advise all mothers to keep Vap-O-Rub
on hand, especially if they have any
small children. You don't need to
buy cough syrups when you have a bot-
tle on hand. and I find it better than
any internal medieine." Three sizes,
25c, 50c or $1.00.
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Bruises----Ithetunatism—Neuralgiafr •
Motirrs: 'Keep a bottle in your tiOnte"
- • Pries 25c.. S6c. sad $1.00
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Mothers! ing the aches and pains__•.our cares in comfort-
of the family from youth to old age, are lesser.ed
when you use this old and trust-worthy remedy—
Sloan's
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I OWE
MY HEALTH
To Lydia E. Pinkham's Ver.
etable Compound.
Washington Park, - "I am tha
Mother of four children and have suf-
fered with female
trouble, backache,
nervous spells and
the blues. My chil-
dren's loud talking
and romping would
make me so.nervoug
I could just tsar
everything to pleat
and! would ache all
over and feel so sick
that I would not
want anyone to talk
to me at times. - Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills re-
stoted me to health and I want to thank
you for the good they have done me. I
have had quite • hit of trouble and
worry but it doe, not affect my youth-
ful looks. My friends say 'Why do yon
look so young and well?' I owe It all
to the Lydia E. Pinkharn remedies."
-Mrs. ROUT. STOPIEL, Moore Avenue,
Washington Park, Illinois.
We wish every woman who suffers
from female troubles, nervousness,
backache or the blues could see the let-
ten written by women made well by Ly-
dia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound.
If you have any symptom about which
you would like to know write to the
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., for helpful advice given free of
charge.
The Only One.
"Can you propose any remedy tot
this deadlock?"
"Yes,' why not Ullitik
THAT GRIM WHITE SPECTRII,
Pneumonia, follows on the heels ot a
neglected cough or cold. Delay no
longer. Take Mansfield'a Cough Bat
'
Chauffeur, Too. .
-.icy butler is, in fact, our . tint&
turn."
"Oh, ours is an automatum."
Mee Cured hi 6 w 14 Days
pretests wand gg.,n.e If P•ZO 01 4 ENT falls
Ythi•ririittiMr alum 4iderrutilig°14
The government of Japan is plan-
ning to start a factory for the pro-
duction of carbolic acid from coal tar.
Aisles Works Barden
:Ailed back mai; hard woilltarTer;
All day the dull throb and the sharp,
darting pains make you miserable, sad
there's no rest at night. Maybe it's
your daily work that hurts the kidneys,
for jarring, jolting, lifting, reaching,
dampness and many other strains do
weaketi them. Cure the kidneys. Use
Dean's Kidney Pills. They have helped
thousands and should do as well for
you. Thousands recommend them.
A Tennessee Case
W. Harris.
Ivan's Addition.
Athens, Tenn.
says: "my kid-
neys were disor-
dered and my back
was weak, so r
and ached con-
stantly. I could
hardly do any lift-
n g o r stooping,
and headaches and dizzy spells both-
ered me. At Melt I had to get up to
pass the kidney secretions. Doan's
Kidney Pills did me a lot of good, re-
lieving all thee* aihnenta."
Gee DOM'S at Any Seem Stle Be.
DOAN'S 'KIDNAPPILLS
FOOTEBMILBURN CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.
"hen rithrt Insofar,"
sw•
DO YOU
HAVE SICK
HEADACHE
I Who of us does not suffer at times I
from this awful pain? All are sub-
to it—a disordered stomach,
I
1..ictive liver, constipation are I
causes. But headaches are mere
warnings-of something more so-
• none. Heed the warning, take 1
I Dr. THACHER'S 
i Liver and Blood I
Syrup
'and bead off the more serious ail- I
.. menta. This preparation positive- I
I
„ 
ly relieves all perils of constipa-
tion and its kindred disorders, and
6 
restores the system to its nor
condition—gently but thoroughly.
mal1
4 Get • Wee today. Two sizes. MI h, -ad $1. Al dealers.
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and of the civil war Some of the
soldiers, according to tradition,
stabled their horses In the building.
used the marble font as a horse
trough, and atso as a punch bowl. and
the communion table as a butcher's
block.
It is deseribed in detail by Bishop
Meade in his "Old Churches and Fam-
ilies of Virginia." This quaint, peace-
ful country church is situated in a
grove of fine old oak trees near Teo-
cornice creek, an estuary of the lower
Potomac river. While only a few
miles from the river, the church is a
great many miles distant from a rail-
road and is far from a town or vil-
lage. As a consequence of its com-
parative Inaccessibility but few vis-
itors from the outside world cross its
historic portals.
In part of the wall of the church are
the initials "R. L." and figures -1706,"
evidently referring to Richard Lee,
whose wealth contributed to the erec-
tion of the church. Other curious
symbols appear on the exterior of
this venerable place of worship. These
objects, together with the beautiful
marble font still used for christening
embryo Washingtons, the quaint win-
dows and communion table, the sun-
dial bearing date of 1717, the old Iron
dipper in the nearhy spring, and the
gallery -for slaves and carriage driv-
ers are intensely interesting. All
three quaint and curious objects and
many others not mentioned, apart
from the tradition that George Wash-
ington was christened within the walls
of "Old Yeocomico," make this one of
the most noteworthy of th q old
churches of America.
When visited a few years ego by
the writer service was generally con-
ducted In the church In daylight and
rarely at night, cvring to a lack of
lighting apparatus. When evening
service was held members of the con-
gregation brougnt oil lamps from their
homes, and these lamps. set on
shelves In each high-boxed pew, fur
nished the necessary light to enable
the service, just as in the days before
the Revolutionary war.
Except for a period following the
disestablishment of the Church of Eng-
land as the state church of Virginia.
Yeocomice church has been' in con-
tinuous use rinee 17111 by the Episco-
palians as a place of worship For
several years after the Revolution the
church was used by other sects, dur-
ing which time, it is said, the blind
Presbyterian preacher, Rev. Mr. Wad-
dell, made famous by the eloquent de-
ecriptkm of William Wirt, displayed
on one occasion his fervid oratory
Here also the great but little known
Scotch clergyman and educator. Rev
Archibald Campbell, the man who
taught Washington. Madison, Monroe,
John Marshall and other Virginia
youths, who were born in and lived in
the "erseib•m neck of Virginia, and
wrote: tiTeir names' high on the scroll
of fame. occasionally preached.
s •
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CLAIMSHICHHONOR
Lovers of Old Yeocomico Church
Claim Washington Was
Christened There.
lVt
ANY residents of Westmore-
land county, Virginia, who
are descended from colonial
families, assert that Wash-
ington was christened in old Yeoconi
ico church, one of ihe quaintest and
most interesting of the old churches
of America They have no record evi-
dence to offer In support of their con-
tention, for the reenters of the Wilk
-derlen the usiesiai ossio4--sseak
stroyed in the Revolutionary War. and
for proof of the great honor clainied
for that church they can only polut to
a local tradition that he was chris-
tened in "old Yeocomico,” and to an
ancient letter bearing on the subject
However, traditions, or at least those
of Virginia. are not to be brushed
lightly aside, and In the absence of
authentic record evidence are at least
worthy of consideration In arriving
at a conclusion as to any doubtful
matter of history.
Old Yeocomico church, • quaint
relic of colonial Virginia. Is built in
the form of a cross or a hexagon. Its
solid walls have weathered the storms
of two centuries, and it has suffered
the devastation of three wars. It was
a favorite camping place of soldiers
of the Revolution, of the War of 11111,
T111 KUUAT LID41112, 1117111RAT, IT.
The Spirit or
WASHINGTON
By /RANK ZMIRICH
With all the world at -war gad
WO at peace.
Thy spirit guide us, who
didst first declare
Against th' entanglement,
th' insidious snare
Ot foreign ties that draw ua limn our
case.
Thy searching wisdom need we Wore to-
day
As %told strife threatens to extend Its
sway. .
.Tby mighty name, thy mystery well;he-
lov'd .
Inspire our leaders, that the path may
clear,
Dark places yield to light, that dangers
near
May vanish, by thin• own great spirit
mov'd;
That this remain a refuge iand sero•no.
Thad naught its course from honor'd
peace may wean.
Thou WPM, Indeed In war a man of
neicht
Thyself, when aree'd In Freedom's peso
Mous cause.
But war to the* was hateful-thou titbit
pause
And sheathe thy sword when retry
reeen'ir The - - -
In peace, at last, was won thy greatest
fame,
For peace a blessed land cloth prsise thy
name.
Now harried nations east their envious
eyes
rpon the plenty and the blessings rare
Which Providence bath granted for its
Unto this rountry..father whom we prize.
And, covetous of bur contented life,
Beek to embroil us in unholy strife.
Since thou wait friend of ev'ry folk and
land.
But lov'd thine own and unto it dttlet
Wye
.AU-of Mimed., that bonor'sLit might live
And for onnrested btimanitY e'er stand.
 Now may throughout this troubled. tur-
Old Yeiscomico Chureti. motrd
 earth •'
Thy high example give to peare new
birth
SUFFERING AT VALLEY FORGE
General Washington arid His Little
Army Encamped There One Hun-
dred and ThIrty-Nine Years Ago.
General Howe. having sallied forth
from Philadelphia. where he had es-
tablished his headquarters, several
times during the early part of Decem-
ber to give battle to General Washing-
ton, but finding the latter's torces
were too formidable, Howe finally de-
cided to go into winter quarters in
Philadelphia on December 9. and
Washington, seeing that the campaign
on the part of Howe would hardly be
resumed before spring, and not hav-
ing an army formidable enough fur at-
tack, decided to go into winter quar-
ters himself. He selected Valley
Forge. about thirty miles northwest of
Philadelphia. Washington and his
army arrived there on December 11,
1777. and a .egau tL, of let. to,14
of huts They were arranged in
streets, giving the place the appear-
ance of a city.
Although the winter was intensely
cold, the men were obliged to work
at the buildings, with nothing to sup-
port life but flour mixed with water,
which they baked into cakes at the
open tires. The horses died of star-
vation by the hundreds, and the men
were obliged to haul their provisions
and firewood. Sickness spread rapid-
ly. "The unfortunate soldiers," wrote
Lafayette in after years, "were In
want of everything; they had neither
coats, hats, shirts nor shoes; their
feet and their legs froze until they be-
came black, and amputation was fre-
quently necessary,- •
It was when the army at Valley
Forge was at its worst eondition Bar-
on Steuben. an accomplished Prussian
officer, arrived in this country, and
went to the camp. He set to work
and as fast as possible brought order
out of chaos.
Hero's Tribute.
Lincoln said of Washington: "W'ash.
Ington is the mightiest name Ojt earth,
long since the mightiest in the cause
of civil liberty, still mightiest in moral
reformation. On that name a eulogy
is expected. It cannot be. To add
brightness to the sun or glory to the
name of Washington is alike impossi-
ble; let none attempt it In solemn
awe pronounce the name, and in
nalt#KI, deathless splendor, icave it
shining on."
Season for Reflection.
At a season like this it Is rood to
turn back to the hour of the nation's
birth anti-lay our garlands eh the
tomb of him who made this republic
possible by his possession ot just
those qualities of patience and mag-
nahlrrilfy and dope which most we
need In 'ism tal the diffitulties and
perils of the present beer.
It love makes the world go round
It's no wonder lovers act dizzy.
Dr. Mercy's Pellets are hest for liver,
bowels and stimech. One little Pellet for
hustle. -three fur a eathartie.-Adv.
The traveler wants full fare at ho
tele, but he doesn't object to half fare
on railroads.
Dr. IL F. JaskasnAlfehrated Physician,
handed down to posterity his famous
prescription for fbmale troubles Now
sold under the name of "Femenina."
Price 60c and $1.00.—Adv.
Bead the Answer In the Stars.
"Do you believe In short time
bonds?"
"Uoyetninsilli vr mat r iptin al "
Ptssis-4.--41t-.Thireughty.
A sprain or strain should have im-
mediate attention to check the swell.
Ing. Rub on, and rub in thoroughly
Hanford's Balsam of Myrrh and you
should have quick relief. Always have
• bottle on hand for accidents Adv.
Cheering Him Up.
• A professional boxer was badly
beaten in a sparring match and car-
ried to his bed In an exhausted and
melancholy condition.
"I wish you'd say something to
cheer him up, doctor," replied the de-
feated Warrior's wife. "Heat gettin'
low in his mind, and when he's like
that you've no idea how hard It is to
wan on him. lie's worse than a bear
with toothache."
"W'hat can I say that will please
him most?' naked the doctor.
"You might just tell him, in an off-
hand way, that the man as licked him
is mighty bad in the 'oratetal and that
they may have to hold a post-mortem
on him any minute now," was the sol-
emn suggestion.-Pittsburgh Gazette-
Times.
Helped to 'Get Jobe.
More than 500 jobless women, more
than half of them with college train-
ing, found work in New York through
the agency of the Intercollegiate Bu-
reau of Occupations in the year ended
..11.12., according to Lim third.
annual report of the bureau, lesued
not long ago. Many of that 'number
became secretaeles companions, suf-
frage workers, librarian, settlement
workers, workers in war relief and
nurses. Others had unusual places
Three became saleswomen and demi-
trnetritterw ter an- satersetvite essespany.
Two others were employed by a bond
and securities company to sell stocks
among women One became a rent
collector and four took joins as police
agents and detectives.
Hs Know
The philosopher is born, and not
snide- _Enst_la tender youth the
precious gift is often observed, re-
marks the Manchester Guardian. One
juvenile philosopher was discovered
the other day, when the Dees arrived
at a certain house that the head of
the family, fighting with his regiment
in France, had been wounded. Tears
were the order of the day, until the
small boy thought to inquire: "Where-
about is dad wounded"
He was told, "In the hand."
"That's just like father," he re-
sponded. going on methodically with
his breakfast; "he's been trying to
catch the bullet!"
•
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116111 CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK!
CLEAN LIVER AND BOWELS MY WAY
Just Once! Try "Dodson's Liver Tone" When Bilious, Consti-
pated, Headachy—Don't Lose a Day's Work.
Liven up your sluggish liver' Feel
line and cheerful, make your work a
pleasure. be vigorous and full of am-
bition. But take no nasty, danger-
ous calomel, because it makes you
sick and you may lose a day's work,
Calomel is mercury or quichwilver,
which reuse* •ssereens of 41m---beseps,
Calomel craishsg Into sour bile like
dynamite, Mints& it up. There
when you feel that awful nausea and
Cramping.
Listen to me' If you want to enjoy
the nicest, gentlest liver and bowel
cleansing you ever experienced just
take a spoonful of harmlesla Dodson's
Liver Tone. Your druggist or dealer
sells you a 50 cent bottle of Dodson's
back guarantee that each spoonful
will clean your sluggish liver better
than a dose of &suety calomel and that
It won't make you sick
Dodson's Liver Tone Is real liver
medicine. You'll know It next morn-
ing, because you will sake up teal.
fag- Sae, your its"..#111 be werldia- -
your headache and diastases weft_
your stomaieh w4:1 to
bowels regular.
Dodson's Liver Tone is entirely
vegetable, Mei-eters harmless and
cannot salivate. Give it to your chil-
dren. Millions of people are using
Dodson's Liver Tone Instead of dan-
gerous calomel now. Your druggist
Will tell you that the gels of calomel
Liver Tons under my personal moner•As _oinnot stopped entirely here.
#• 1111)H
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PINK EYE
DtIltrI4PF*
CATARRHAL rives
AND ALL hiebr
ANI1 111110A1 131111EASES
Cures tto• Pl k r1 h41 acts as a prev,ritatIv• for others.
Liquid given on the tongue Bate for brood mares end
all others. Bert kidney rrmedy. GO cents a bottle. $5 a
dozen. Bold by all druggists and turf goods houses, or sent,
express paid, by the manufacturers. Booklet, "Distem-
per, Ca use and Cure." free.
MEDICAL CO., CbeaMetts, Goebel), Liam_ V. B, A.
LIVED UP TO INSTRUCTIONS I MAKING -THE-PLAY REALISTIC
_ •
Told Always lo Do Things by Com-
bination Pat Faithfully Obeyed
His Employer's Orders.
A gentleman in want of a coachman
had an Irishman apply for the situa-
tion, when the following conversation
took place between them:
"You know, Pat,.11 I engage you, 1
shall expect you to do things by com-
bination. For Instance, If I tell you
to bring the carriage round at a given
time 1 shell expect the horses with it
atia-
- "Yes, sor," said Pat.
_lie was duly engaged, and gave sat-f
isfaction One day his master came
to him in a hurry, telling him to look
sharp and go for a doctor, as his mitt-
trese was ill. l'at was gone for a long
time, and on his master grumbling at
him for his delay, he said
"Sure, they're all here, sor."
"All here!" said ,.he master. "What
do you tnean?"
"Didn't you tell me to do things by
combination?" _  
"What's that got to do'irith ltr-sald
1:1111 master:•
!Well," said Pat. "I've got the doc-
tor, the parson, the undertaker."-Tit-
Bits.
Only Part of the Obligation.
-Patiente-Dec, I owe you my life.
Do(-tor--Yes, and that isn't all.-
Minnesota Minnehaha.
Flattery is a sort of bad money, to
which our vanity' gives currency.-
La Rochefoucauld.
The practice of combing the long
hair over the bald spot never fooled
anybody.
Small' Boy -Willing- to Suffer !Might ---
Discomfort in Order to Perform
His Part Properly.
After the war editor had subsided
at the octagon table of the Pittsburgh
Prete, club, the paragrapher spoke lip:
"When' I went borne yesterday aft-
ernoon I found my two hopefuls en-
gaged In a battle royal with all the
small bey* of the neighborhood It
was a rough-and-ready scrimmage. and - 1
all seemed to take it goodoaturedly,
7311-Vner7i eit 4 :bloody nose.
-v•What'e doing?' I asked,
r_'Playing war,' one boy answered.
-*Se me" . I'm the allies. Bill is the
Germans Tom's the Austrians aud
Jim's the Turks. These fellers are
jes' Jape and Serbs and Russians.'
"The boy with a decorated nose was
silent but laughing. "X'hat'are your
I asked.
"'I'm bleeding Belgium,' he an-
swered."-Pittsburgh Chronicle Tele
graph.
Keenly Diseppointed.
Some lento since an ambitious young
actor went on i barnstorming trip and
on his return he recounted his experi-
ence to a friend.
"One night," he said, 'I played the
part of Hamlet, and at the end of the
show the audience rose and loudly
shouted, 'Fine' Fine" 1-"
"I suppose." smilingly interrupted
the friend. "that It node you feel
rattier good."
-Yes," answered the young maw-,
with a deep-drawn sigh; "or, rather, it
would have made me feel good If a
large voice hadn't vociferously added,
'Make it flee and imprisonment.' "-
Philadelphia Telegraph.
Hurrah! They're Here!
_a
The New Post Toasties —a delicious sweetmeat with all of the true corn flavour!
A flake that won't mush down when cream is- added—a Bake that stays fresh
and crisp.
Post
Toasties
14
_4 1e,
Truide of selected whke cairn ivy a saw idiocies's that Wails the fragrance of the
sunny COIC11 fields to Your table.
Notice the little puffs on every flake, put there by the unique
methods of cooking and toasting. It's the only method that
gives you the full, rich corn flavour.
To test the taste, try a handful of Toasties
direct from the package, without cream or
. milk. Here are flakes that don't depend'uposa.
cream and sugar feir flavour. •
Mighty Good!
_
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THE MURRAY LEDGER
0. J JENNINqS, EDITOlt.
liritartid at the postottio• at Murray, Ketitooky..for tremunission through
• the-Mails as second class matter.
• years ago and who made many
friendili-tring In this
pl -Eis made another change
in his pastorate. Hey. Hawkins
is evidently a lirM believet-in
charge that Harvey has attempt- the old adage that "a rolling relatives who Nill be delighted'Gentlemen' Of the House Argue ed to assault a chambermaid. stone gathers no moss," and is to learn that he is coming back-lepues of the Day." the Paduhth
_s4sit wry foreaky expresses The .rnntrof. , hie -mit • mattng strertions- endeavor to-among-thent - fir practice -
Ak,_441 _ -tit_n_ti-L'I*Lt -NM. _prevent any- moss accumulating cine.....niewife was Mille Beside
.1111aUle- his person, and from the BrOlaiiiiiithey have an inter- 'Kentuckian haS experienced the rby
piat.fe ,. days. itertediemi of ranting in return and throw- standpoint of brains and ability e,sting family of three children.
•the 
oolitieal affiliation the press as a; gphrey. including with it a tirade
accusation ac on um-
hole has denounced. the con- •law • against the governor.
duet of the lower body of The net result is what? '-'l he
makers for the wrangle overdir- Kentucky assembly held, up for
ty personal references, and the ridicule and worse. The stateLolly paiaeir that has passed the advertised from coast to coast asdisgusting incident in a spirit of the producer of legislative bodies
levity as far as we know was the who da.not even heed the firstLouisville Times, which-contain- common principles of :ordinarily
ed this passage in a leading ed- decent conduct. , Accusations ofi‘torial some tew days ago.- -- - assaults on 'chambermaids and"The state will not take it corruption of officials when the'greatly amiss if the legislature
bow devotes its attention to the accusers did not know:what they
duties it is supposed to perform, ;were talking about, or worse,
y if necessary calling on the police.4 about things without allytalked 
and militia at Frankfort for the regard for existing facts.
relief of chambermaids in dia- There may or may not havetress. _But then. lithe chamber-
maid hadn't screamed, the sea- been a plot to defame Mr. Har-
• situ) might have passed without, vey.
-a_fight.thathe_floor.'
Quite a.contrast between the
foregoing and the editorial. In
--6e Sun athe 15th which is--a
• follows:
-The-dingua ing
--041te towen house-
77thetICeritiiCkr wan y regard-
ing an alleged attack on a cham-
bermaid by one member and the
refutation of that charge by the
There-may: -or--may--- ay not have
been a suspicion ift Pumphrey's
mind that Harvey was guilty-of
the o ense he Charged him with.
There may or may not have
Harverirmtnd--the be-
lief that PamPhrey -was really -
guilty of improper conduct. 
and only knows him by reputa-
But no matter what their be- 
tion. It has often been stated
lief, it was an insult to their 
to us that "Brae was a true-
oath of office and an affront to 
sportsman and • fox hunter to
e peop e o e state to create 
-heals--aissl -sve -ha
• ter-charge that his accuser was such a scene in the most 
publicrepeatedly longed for the pleas.
'the guilty one, is Pirkening to t iaa.ce they could have el,..,:_s ,,,..4ute of a ride to his hounds, but
every lover of decency. lit. '"n"`" *m it cow loakts-aS if this Cherished
. 'north -plaits of tnest atesap, I The fact_lhat-the_oig is kept hone must fade into a dream. 
he can never be termed a moss
baci:." The Cadiz Record of last
week says of him: "Rev. South
Hawkins, former pastor of the
Cadiz Christian church and who
has been pastor of the church at
Princeton for almost two years,
has resigned the pastorate of the
church_ at that point and accept-
ed the call to the church at Ear-
lington. He will preach his first
sermon at Earlington the fourth
Sunday. Rev. Hawkins has
hoots of friends in Cadiz."
-§-
HOPSON.-Over in Trigg co-
unty there lives a gentleman of
leisure by the name of Hopson,
and,if we recall aright he is luxur•
ously domiciled in the fertile val-
ley of the classic Cumberland,
and his herds graze over broad
ere* andt-hi-hounds- repose
every shade. The Writer has ndt
pleasure personaL
quaintance with the gentleman,
at Browns Grove, and from that
point went to Coldwater where )1(
he resided and rapidly establish- it
ed a good practice. The roving
disposition again seized him and
he 'ilk& shuck" for Vi'isconain
and Miliflésota, and-frcitii" there
rifted-Tnto-New Mexico. Dr.
Harris is a native son of Callo
Ifirand has many friends and
_
+st*Ilt46444+11 +0+11e+it+.+4+01+4+12 in Wyoming. After a short,
1111111111 111111IIIMINIIIII About Peopk citizenship in that 
section he re- 
lin 11111 tin*, NOINVOM1111111011111011101
turned to Calloway and located a
1
- § -
WALLIS. -Jon§ Wallis a!vvays
reminds one of the proverbial
cranberry merchant- always bu-
sy. Don't believe we ever saw
him loafing in our life, and if
one thing isn't bandy JC.38 will
do another or break a hame string
"by Jude." He has been chosen
superintendent of the city water
plant and will devote his entire
time to the duties of the position
together with that of city tax
collector. Mr. Wallis is ac-
quainted with the water plant,
having served as superintend-
ent a previous term. Marvin
Fulton succeeds him as the local
representative of the Metropol-
itan Life Insurance Co. • it is
now up-to Jess to convert the
cider colored liquid now served
the _patrons  of the -plant into
somerhidg that-one can at least
iwallow-wiehout masticating.- -
TAXES! TAXES1- TAXES! -
Your unpaid taxes must be
paid as we have to make a final
els„.„wA_
property is advertised or sa
and you pay extra costs remem-
ber you have forced me to do it.
Look for me or my depitty as we
will levy -and collect all unpaid
taxes ltis -Ore Wilt start-at
and all men- will-look -alikeee:eae-. 
Of a7in the parlOrAoeinYearry an as- -ffrffirj has Whited • the well. t'be Ulf
:eleal sensatioall dirty little surance that he is any mote of L;roain of thegame and fightee-'
ugly brought down upon himself 
taus. The-books will be in the
piece of business like that shames a perfect gentleman than a Oa office. Pay at once.-W: A. Pat-
' the condemnation and wrath of terson sheriffhimself b nature beevery man who callsa y can . •
Why bear those pains?
single bottle will
Am:wince jrcnr
Sloan's
Liniment
Arrests Inflammation.
Prevents severe compli-
a cations. Just put a few
il( drills on the painful
a spot and the pain dis-appears.
lismilinimaccimmiamini
asteateataateatesesateetestesteetestestl•••• •••••••••••••• ••••••••
Pr A. HART •
••
•
!pc Physician and Surtp.on EYE GLASS FRAMES
Special A t tuition
—  
to Diseases (4
/ EYE, EAR, NOSE and THROAT
kvir, Tested. -; 1;lasses:Fitted.
I- Merrily, Kentucky --, 'iota l'honea
()lice flours:
10 Karat ••• •••
• •
• •
• LENSES from_SLOCLup.. •••
• All First Class Work-sad-• •
• - •CUaraultt d.• •• -• ••
• DR. JOHNSON• •
t-i1 to 12. a m. • 1. to p. id, 0111tIATTI 1111ei• J
•
t 4+4+
0•C:0004t04<22>leCa•C>••CDee
JSMCS
Attorney-at-Law
--Office With
Murray, : Kentoc
Xentuckian. To a speaker who ,every other hunter In Trigg, and  000 ••••••••••• OOOOO •A Capital Hotel chambermaid it is only a question of days or SWEET Cwould not shut off melt a nois LOVER SEED H. Boggessome debate before' it got well possilaly hours until the boys Direct from grower. Large 11has-been introduced in the state •legis atnre, and the greater part over their will wait upon the cultivated biennial white and : •under way no credit redounds.
of the time of the past several •Loan aqiembly that will sit' by igentleman as befit* his station yellow; hulled and unhulled. Al. •
and feast its ears on such rot
•
Si•
there is nothing but tensue due.
••••••—•••••iii-••-• o * • 000 •:
•
c.4001110c111100411•011.041.041.0
lized but no verdict yet reached, properly smote him hip and
and whether she is comparable-M-0, when the news of his
to the IiHy of the valley,that foils depradations upon the game of
been literallY thrown at the:head not neither does it spin, or just the chase is heralded from High, 
dry oak lumber: one inch thick. Get McElrath's cash prices be-
-of the state. the fixing i
0. the l an ordinary soiled dove has. not Nob, the Cook Gulleys. Buzzard 
i Write A. P. Jacobs, Paris, Tenn. fore buying.
-blarne-haii 
1,
cotrie- A. AtitY -and-thrbeen fuilY determined up to-this Roost,--the Ridge Field and the -
guilt or innocence of the man or-
iginally accused must be elit.a1)- 
hour. A loud mouthed, brain- . Fort we'll venture the assertion
less wind•Jatemer by the name that the wronged and indignant
lished. of Purnphreys introduced the'ef Trigg will hear a rgady re-'
.„brcom and dustpan artist_ i dec i sponse from Calloway. Name theThe Sun is pretty well remov-
ed from the scene and can obtain aerlaea as hax" and a grang 4 hour and the place, sound the
widow) as the consort of Parson horn, and the clan of Calloway ,
Harvey, representative from the' will leap to the saddle as did 1
county of Webster. Thus it can "Glenn Alpine to the bugle blast
of Roderic Dhu." Read this ac-
count from the Cadiz Record of
this man Hopson and readily un-
derstand why he calls himself
"Brag." "We are looking foe
"4,...,4 e y wai 0 trouble among some of our localmain 213'541°1Y apart Irmn. — knowing anything of the variedvey on the question w hich-The - fox hunters. J o h nr Whartonand sundry offices that are sup- made the statement the otherKentucky assembly is pleased to _ _
Weed out Of the poCkets of the day that a man who would kill acansiuer its mission in life-the„„_ taxpayers is the occasional re-• 'wet and dry' question. tnelt,eipt of -a-large mantle enuelOrie,T
i fox ought to be shot, and last
Monday Brig Hopson, one of hisl moo in the c*.is a relative'open end with little red tape fas.;of a small Fraiiiifort distiller and tenings, containing a rather vol- 
brethren of the chase, brought
lives in his house: 4-h. had nev- to town the pelts ef twenty-four
er been- empinyeti -at the Ca_pitol -research-and- -inyeatlgation 
-at4,2he_illad caught and killed during
untinous biennial report of the
- - • - •
Hotel where tl,e scene of acitivi- tributed to these many depart- Tile 
past few months. There
' may be, with the emphasis on
the ''may," serious trouble When
they-meet."
FEIIR17A-RY
KENTUCKY'S St iANIE.
Under the caption of "The
mkt
-1011111011111,-
iii+to+a+a+lois+a+a+04.ioa+1•4411+
HAWKINS. Rev. South Haw-
kin*, who was pastor of the Mur-
ray Christian church some few
rumphrey gets up on the floor
of the home and makes the
d administerf so special scarified for full and I,
proanpt germination. _Prices and •
circulars sent free. - John A. i : • •int
The scene besmirches Kentucky Sheehan. Falmouth, Ky., Rt. 4 • , • •
before the woild. - 
i • •
But even in such a verbal cess- 
' Kirksey, -.- Kentucky •LUMBER WANTED. I: ' •
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
pool there is justice and injus- Wanted 500,000 feet of plain, 
tice and so long as the affair has
days of that august and deliber-
ative body has been-devoted to-
discussion of her merits and de-
merits, her character fully anva-
several muzzle loaders into- -his
onery hide. If enough folks
can not be found in Trigg to
no hand impressions but
from the testimonyalready ad-
duced any fair minded agency
-Avould certainly decide in favorciii.!! plainly seen why
Repres.entative Harvey, th Kentuckian would abolish the
the average
legislature.man accused. Hatvey is accus-
ed by Representative Pumphrey. About the only way the bulka bitter fo :u the house, and a f Kentuckj
, s ai and the manager. e-,ments of the state gov-ernment.sties knowledge of her. She dnet nezu6n _p_apa_ a_:,__! The fish end frog  department's
Y'llireporVis the latestreceived athar.da on her tut pays' that- he I this Office, but-it is taken for'advanced towards her and asked.'
what was written on a piece of 
'Ths-nteathatlike interesting pub-
ilicationa -from the departments-pape-r pinned to her bosom, anal
se'tame-frightened- and-11-gi.ii"a84"ellaes- '4"14-_ _ lre-puter-outs," "tin lizzies,"screaming. _Harvey says she ap- and on and on ad infinitum, wil-neared in his doorway andwith-.. aptinrent; _entme. come trailing along in . due sea-
"'" son.---Just think what a richshrills•for aid. - The manager of i harvest for the printer on _ thenlie hotel says his investigation jiks.
assures him-Harveybad no part • _ _ 
in thecluse for her screams. A John W. • •TUrk, president of
man who, occupied the room the ‘tolesale grocery firm of
across the verifies H-arvey's Turk,iteudry-'1: Co.., Paducah.-statement to thn limit. Pam- died the past .iVielt at 'his homeI , . or
HARRIS'.-Dr. W. H. Harris
reminds one of a buckshot plac-
ed in a water trough-always
relling about, bat if what the
Ledger learns is correct the Doc-
tor is coming back to "Live and
die in Dixie." For the past sev-
eral months he has been located
at Nara Visa, N. M., practicing
his profession and prospering.
He expects to be back in Callo-
way by the first of March and
will open an office at Lynn Grove
t the practice of medicine. Dr.
orv. in eempany with a 7;..4pav.
eothinz hiTself: 4moatknowh_ .  .citizens of .ber_ of Callaway citizens, left
. 'Yet with so sligliQustificallOtt- the western part of tie state. here several years ago and beat-
-
•••"dauh'16'"'"'",064:t•
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VETERINARIAN
WONDERFUL Campaign Year Bargain.
THE ST. LOUIS
DAILY GLOBE-DEMOCRAT
Every Day Except Sunday
Six Days in Every Week
TWO DOLLARS iritit. YEAR
Extra special campaign rat.. on yearly subscriptions only,
limited to orders received by March 1, 11416; open to subscribers
who receive their mail by Rural Free Delivery' or Star Route
and at postoffices where there is no newsdsler handling the Dai-
ly Globe-Democrat.; not open to subscribers who live in towns
served by Daily-Ulobe Democrat newstlealers.
Not an Incomplete "Rural Route Edition"
The REAL Daily Globe-Democrat
Comprehensive and absolutrly trustworthy reports of the
big events precedinir. during and following the Republican Na-
tional Convention at Chicago and the Democratic National Con-
veit trat St. Louis. Every detail, from stajrt to finish, of the
important campaign of 1816. The truth,-. the whole truth, with-
uut bita_and without preindice. All the news of All the earth.
An interesting and helpful- page for women every day. Correct
market reports, Brightest and fritteir sport nelPit. I/ruminated
special features for all the family. Clean, reliable, up to the
minute. In every way, coinpkte. In eVery way, supreme. In
every way, the best.
Seed in rmt subscription today. If you wish the GREAT SUN-
DAY GLOBE-DEMOCRAT add two dollars for that issue, waking
$4.00 for the Daily, including Sunday, one year. Sample copies
free. •
•
THE GLOBE PRINTING CO., Publishers
MOm
••-•
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Miss Rozelle Wilson
1111001••• ••110
Teacher of
tano --and-Voice
Studio at
School Building
01 1100e1ao.,04.0.11.0111100411.0
B. F. BERRY
DENTIST
Ass
Office Over Postoffice in Cit-
izens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones 26
410•0•4::.>••:=>•041C,41eZ,10
I. W. KEYSI
ATTORNEY
Office With Drs. Keys & Keys.
GATLIN BUILDING.
404:::›oc=>•C>KDOC>•C:irbOes
OCDOC>OC).C>OC).0=>.C).
DR B B KEYS DI. 1111:141111 LETS
111
Drs. Keys & Keys
Physicians and Surgeons
Office: First Nation-
al Bank Building
9 Phones: Cumb. 75. Ind.90.
oc)•c:;,c)•o•c>•;ciec:••
Card of Thanks.
We wish to express our thanks
. and appreciation to the many
i-frienda who were so kind and
i good to us during the very short
illness and the death of our dear
wife and mother. Words fail to
express our gratitude to the nei-
ghbors. and the friends of the
Concord vicinity. May youeach
be surrounded by such comfort
when a similar trial comes to
' you.,:-M. L. Logan and children.
Itch! Itch ! Itch! - Scratch!
l&ratch! Scratch:. The more you- -
*retch the wprae'thelre.h.
11)os-a • tip i n tment. For eczema,
any skia.itching. 50:, a box.
•
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Seed potatoes at-McElrath's. Whist bran $1.40 per bag at 02 sle sts so same tak te sat imrat fig sle fie jam
Field and eeden seed at Bucy ' McElrath's.
Bros. Hens! hears!' lec Friday and rig
ines•••••••••••••••••••••••
1 LOCAL and PERSONAL
•••• OOOOO • OOOOOOOOOOO 9000
•
Seed oats at McElrath's.
Barrel guaranteed flour $6.:)1/4),
at McElrath's.
VirL1)earbrough and wife, of
the county, were the guests of
relatives in Paris the past week.
Mies Mary Lewis, of Paris,
was the guest of Mr. J. D. Sex-
ton and wife Monday night of
_ this week. _
1):01-41.. Jones __transacted
business-fir Chattanooga', Teen.,
and Dalton, Ga., the past week,
returning home Sunday.
Earl Slaughter and wife were
in Paris, Tenn., the past week
the guests of her sister, Mrs.
Sam Egnian, and family.
Pea Hay.-4,000 pounds first
class pea hay at 80c delivered or
75c at the barn. -Clarence Lu-
ter, south of town. 2172'
Mrs. W. C. Waters, of Union
City, Tenn., was called----to- the
bedside of her father, Mr. Dyer
Schroeder, of this city, who died
Wednesday night.
Miss Jewel Ferguson left last
Sunday for St. Louis to study
spring millinery. She will be
associated with a Mayfield firm
again this season.
Rev : I A. Hassell, palter of
the Methodist church, was called
to see-Mrs. Dunn, who is very
il! at her home in Paducah. She
is a. ynember of the Murray the -southwest prrt of the city,
chaeeliake died last Thursday night after re
All those indebted to Broach'& short illness of pneumonia. The
burial took place' in the Martins
Chapel cemetery. - the business will be conducted . 111
.11,NA four year old son of 4ip Ful- under the firm name of Fain &
le qPir, who lives a few miles south- Hood. Mr:Hood-is not a strang-
eet Or LeefirGrovb, • trWedee"Ireb""-a-r444°Y-Lr•44-414111-11a81"
•
. !
Scott, keeper-of the county asy- after a lingering illness of con-
to extend him their patronage
part Of the- past week-from a se- Thursday in the Young grave the hospital in this city Tuetday egekeef'Sfeirkerii/FrUirek&Vkirikariiiirk---,71.6rik:-"P-wk:-"*"'"if'kw‘"iriV5
Fain ocillplease come forward
and settle as the firm has chang-
ed from Broach & Fain to T. W.
--Fain. The books will be found
Tth Mie
Bag of good fiour 135 ceuts, at Saturday. -Bitty Bros.
McElrath'a-e McElrath wants your eggs-
Bucy Bros. hpve added a nice 
-
always pays the highest price.
line of hardwiere to their busi- Chase and
ness. Try therm. roasted ceffees
Breeding Stock.-Big bone Po- bY BueY B
land China, season 50c; also short Mrs. Jessie Coleman, of Padu-
horn Durham at 75c cash.--U. P. cah, spent most of this week in
Vasseur, mile north Vancleave the .city the guests:if relatives.
A son was born Monday of Mrs. Emma Breame has been
this week to Mr. and Mrs. Her quite ill again the past several
marl Diuguid. lie has been chrik .daer4,__Sleees suffering_afe_
tamed James Edward Diuguid. 'eon efetelee.
S. M. Lancaster and wife-lift nuked Chejefesesen led ear,
last Sunday for Eddyville. Ky., who have been making their
where they will be the guests of home in Erin, Tenn., for the past 
several months, their daughter, Mrs. Lee Seholes,  have returned to
for some time. Murray to reside.
Joe lrvan has accpted a posi- If it is a tailor made suit of
tion in the Ryan clothing store, clothes you want, see W.L. Bau-
Joe is big enough to take care of corn &Son at Cherry before ',lac-
lots of trade and will appreciate ing your order. They guarantee
seeing his friends in the store, quality and workmanship.
Mr. Joe Whitell spent the gre-
ater part of the week transact-
ing business in Paducah. Mrs.
Ben Grogan filled his place as a
teacher in the schools while he
--
was absent.
The Mayfield Messenger of re-
cent date states that Mrs. M. M.
Canon,-of this county, who is in 
ing lunches and hamburgers at
Rudy Allbritten is again serv-
that city the guest of her son,
Prof. C. T. Canop, and wife, has his old stand. He has purchas-
bein quite iserioilibe ill for sev- ed the Currier cafe and assumed
eral days. charge of the business the first
of the week. Rudy is Al and al-
The two year old son of Albert ways -commands a splendid pat-
Robertson and wife, who live in ronage.
Cluff Hood has purchased an
interest in the -Fain grocery on
the west side and in'ethe future
fie
e g
Burley Scott, Fon of Dumas nesday afterroon of this week 
many friends who will b lad'
veral months' stay id Western yard.
Texas and New. Mexico. The John W. Williams," a former
young man wag much benefated resident of-Hazel, now of St.
by the trip and is in fine health. Louis, was in the city this week
We represent a company want- in the interest of a wholesale
ing to buy red oak timber for house of St. Louis for which he
making railroad ties. Will buy is traveling. Mr. Williams was
the timber in 25, 50, 75 and 100 formerly interested in the mm -
acre tracts. Will cut timber and ing of clay near Hazel and made
move from land. Would like the a race for Congress while a resi-
land to be situated within 4 to 6 dent of the county.
miles of railroad- For further There was no sale at the loose.
information see Asher Graham. leaf tobacco warehouse Tuesday :.
Miss Annie Wear, who ign- but a sale will be 
held Tuesday!
res
ed her place in the Blandville 
of next week. Owing to the
High School, to accept a position 
condition of the roads the past !
in a bank at Hazard, Ky., has two weeks 
growers have found
at almost impossible to move the
go to Hazard at present. As her weed' 
and weather itt conditions 
changed her mind and will not
This is the time to tone up
your horses and cattle. Dr. Hess'
remedy does the work or your
money refunded. Hess' Panacea
makes hens lay and heat lhy
chicks in the spring. Sold by
Bucy Bros.
eaborres famous ,
nd teas are sold ...14
11
t
75c Muslin Gown, richly iiii-
broidered,At only - 63c
$1.00 Muslin Gowns, real fine,
• -18-• not any other way-..-- Trre-arcluid: 
Ryan & Sons Company  I 's
A Bargain or Two for
Advance Spring Buying
Aside from the few items quoted there are others,
• —and lots of them tem Ciet-yeur mind -off OUR
TORE, and keepit..there_ihrougiauLthe Atio4n
--it will pay.
These Particular Prices Go On Sat., February 12,
and will last only a few days. Your trade we need
and want and will make every honest effort to get-it
36-inch fine Long Cloth, 15c
value, - - - 10c
Yard wide cambric finish Blea-
ched Domestic, 10c value 71c
26-inch check Dimity, 10e val-
ue, - - - - - 71c
10c Bleached Towel, Sc or two' -
for - - - - 15c
Blue Stripe Chambray Petti-
coat, - - 45c
25c assorted Mercerized Dress --
Goods,-to close at . -. 19c
'7 1-2c 6-inch' Hamburg Edg-
. . Wing, • • - .• . Sc
Brand new Embroidery work-.
ed on Long Cloth, 3 1-2 to
- - to 10 inches wide, something
altogether different and bet-
- 79c teriiricesryard 8.1 to 15c _ s1 
/41
Prices quoted are for Cash in Hand and. 
Ira C. Rest of Olive, died at Pat
aor ere _eirs! ere Zfr To  lege
lum, returned home the latter sumption. The burial took place 
•
•
place had only been tilled temp-
orarilly, she was offered the po-
sition again, and left Monday
for Blandville.-La Center Ad-
vance.
Mrs. Matie Dunn, of Paducah.
has been very low of Bright's
disease for the past several
weeks and her death is expected
at most any hour. Mrs. Dunn is
a daughter of Mr. John Whitnell,
of this city, and has been resid-
ing in Paducah for the past year
or longer. She has many friends
and relatives in this county. Her
sister, Mrs. Robt. Clayton, has
been at her bedside the past sev-
eral days.
have also been unfavorable. The
firm expects to have about 100,-
000 pounds to offer next week.
Luther Graham, Taz Miller and
Cyrus Owen have purchased the
stock of clothing and furnishings
of J. L Martin and are now in
possession of the business. The
L E. Graham stock will be com-
bined with the Martin stock and
the business will be conducted
in the building on the east side
of the square occupied by Mar-
tin. The new firm will be Gra-
ham, Miller & Owen. All are
well known young citizens, cap-
able business men and have many
friends throughout the county.
' h.
Mr. R039 had been p patient in
the institution only_a few days,
coming here with the hope that
an operation might stay the rav-
ages of the disease. He was
about 32 years of age and a very
splendid citizen o f Marshall
county. The remains were ship-
ped to his former home for bur-
ial.
Mrs. Henry Guerin died at her
home on the Purdom farm south
of the city a few miles Tuesday
after a short illness of hemor-
rhage of the brain. Mrs. Guerin
was about 53 years of age and a
very splendid chriatian woman.
She was widely known in the
county and had many relatives
and friends to mourn her death.
The burial took place Wednesday
in the Hicks grave yard near
Cherry.
The Bible Institute conducted
at the Baptist church in this city
since last Sunday morning has
been a gathering of unusual in-
terest and large congregations
of interested persons have been
in attendance daily. A number
of notable church workers have
ippeared on the program and
their discussions have been giv-
en attentive hearings. The
institute will close Friday after-
noon of this week.
3i'iVEV33tC43CE°33tEz3Xt43CM
WHY WAIT? 
Why wait until spring to buy your Screen Wire and Doors?
Screen Wire has already advanced and will likely be hard •
 to get later. • •
We can sell you now at the OLD PRICES.
Do your screening now while you can't do much else, and
be ready for your regular spring work when time comes.
ANYTHING YOU NEED IN LUMBER?
•
Hughes & Ineran Lumber Co.
- •
,
MURRATSILDESTITIZEN 15 K°"ce is -hereby.- -given -that
the undersigned pedoners will
DEAD AFTER A BRIEF ILLNESS petition -the Calloway County
- Court to open ane establish a
Mr. Dyer Schroeder, the oldest , public passway 16 feet wide,
inhabitant of the city and one of leading from the State road to
the oldest citizens of the county,
died Wednesday night of this
week at his home in the south
part of town of the infirmities
of years. He was 87 years old
and a native of Calloway county
and had resided here during his
entire life. He was one of the
most widely known citizens ever
in Murray, and for years was a
familiar figure in the social and
industrial life of the community.
He was a man of strong convic-
tions and always possessed the
courage to openly advocate the
principles he entertained, and
conceded to every man the right
to champion opposing opinions.
He was a pioneer blacksmith and
the products of his shop, anvil
and forge always bore the stamp
of honesty and workmanship.
He was married in early life
to Miss Caroline Pool, aunt of
Rev. Mac Pool, who preceded him
to the grave many years ago.
Later he was married to Mrs.
Linn Boyd, who also- passed
away several years ago. He is
survived by three sow, Ben F.
Schroeder, Judge John Schroed-
er, of this city, Obe Schroeder,
of Mississippi; anditwo daught-
ers, Mrs. Lilburn Wilcox, of the
county and Mrs. W. C. Waters, of
Union City, Tenn.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed at the family residence Thur-
sday afternoon at 3 o'clock and
the burial was in the City Cem-
etery immediately following.
For baby's croup, Willie'
ly cuts and bruises, maminee
sore throat, grandma's lameness
-Dr Thomas' Electric Oile- the
household remedy. $5c and CO.),
Bucy Bros. guarantee every
package of Mesa Stock Tonic and
poultry Panatzea. Not as good
any, but the best • 2174'
Bucy Bros. will pay be for
nice cured shoulder nrat.
A
Buy your_iErass seed at Bug
 -
the Boydsville road. Beginning
at the State road, it being.
the N. W. corner of S. M. Story's.
land and being the N. E. corner
of L. A. L Langston's land,
thence south on the dividing line
between said Story and Langs-
ton about mile, thence west
over the land of said Langston
about 20 rods, it being the S. W.
corner of said Langston's land,
thence west 1 rod over the land
of W. L. Whitnell, thence sotith
about 160 rods over the land of
J. F. Richardson heirs, thence
south on the dividing line be-
tween Robert and Charlie Whit-
nell and G. A. Atkins about 1-4
mile or to the Boydsville road.
W. H. Broach
Beulah Broach
C. B. Richardson. •
Medicise or Food.
You have always bought the
bulky stock food and given W I
your stock as a medicine. Why
not buy only the medicine and 4
furnish your own food? The medel
icine will be much more certain.
In fact, B. A. Thomas Stock'
Remedy is so certain to give thet
right results that we sell it on!
the money back pear. If it does!
not straighten up your horse or
cow or sheep, we give your mon-
ey back.-Sexton Eros.
SVEVEMS
The Barrels
and Lugs of„h....•
STEVENS
Double and Single Barrel
SHOTGUNS ere Prep forret ,1
sae were "tabs ot
mersiallr islmteel goel MOM
other goes as MIKIS I. Compare
PEWS .,th gas et 8,1, wirer* Seat LW
pia and siour INIMUTV throogt•oot.
ee- L
Fr 5.
: Or Shame
dam Aran OP
farm ton of Streets Reamer. - Deafa-Stle
res. If MI sweet ekes STEVEN'S Inn ease
&Vier -Id es tame, mod we .111 awe dal& Se
,peso prepS•L Spell P•nr••• a Catalog Prue; —
ic4
.I. STEVENS ARMS
& TOOL COMPANY
P.O. ••• SOOS.
01111COPITIE fit/LS. WASS.
Mrs. Mattie Wilson. wife of
Mr. Winchester Wilson. who re
sides near Delmont Baptist
church in Roaring Spring dis-
trict, died last Sunday morning
about five o'clock of stomach
trouble. She had been in poer
health for some time. She wee
about fifty years of age, and be-
fore her marriage was a Miss
Timmons, of Graves county.
where she was united in mar.
riaget M. Wilson'more than
thirty years ago. Besides her
husband she is survived by sev-
en children, three girls and foil.-
boys.-Cadiz Record. e
Ir its a tailor made suit of
Hoes! Haug clothes you want. see W. L Ban- •
corn & Son at Cherry before plac-
Watch this paper for our high ing your order. They guarantee
prices on hens about the 25th. quality and workmanship.
n't become excited-firid-Turn'-, _
7
them loose, as we will be in the
market good and strong.-W. L
Baucom & Son, Cherry, Ky.
A lazy liver leads to chronic
dyspepsia and constipation-we-
akens the whole system. Doan's
Regulets (lle per box) act mild-
ly on the liver ,and bowels. At
all drugstores, -
Due.? Brie. paw 13c- fix
nice hen.o. with empty -
Friday and Saturday.
HAVE YOU BEEN SICK/
! Then you realize the utter ,:reakn01 a
t that robs ambition
' 
destroys appetite,
and makes work aburden.
To restore that strength and stam:r a that
Is so emential, nothing has ever ,equaled
or compared with Scott's niulaton, be-
cause its strength -sustaining nourish-
ment Invigorates the blood to distriboto
energy throughout the body while its tonic
velar sharpens the appetite And resteroll
health is • natnrat,
II YotiTire tun - 1Kr7sireast,W0siio.-
overworked or lack strength, get Scottlt
Ifttnaddirt•Alay. ft Is trwe from skald.
*eta $. S
•
-: •
.....eimessee•-•-••••••s•Nswersoe.wissesprom-•• eseteresai•SaNjanaBlatigiraprifiklageggigliga sgm --
••
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Resits*
anything
Made with Calumet Baking
Powder. Mother never had
Inch wholesome baking, until
she used Calumet.
"It's Calumet surety, uniformity,
/verity, strength, that mikes every bak-
ing turn out right-that saves millions
of housewives Baking Powder money.
e lair to yourself-use Calumet."
Iltee•leid Highest Awards
lino (bah D•oli her —
IP. a, Ir rand Lbrs.
bernio. •
CHICA
tCheepand big canBakingPowdersdonot
asveyou money. Calumet does-iesPu re
and far superior to soor milk and soda
-
•
11131 aroma =DOE& 111:1111111T, IT.
NATIONAL MID
BILL IS PROPOSED
RECEIPT OF PAY BY MEN AND OF
'imams smiarvuipoN
WOULD BEGIN ON AMY
House Committee Hears Plan Pro
posed Ity Guard °Menden-tit
'loam Would Be Chemin From
Enlisted Men.
Wesbington The proposals of the
National Guard Associathin for me
tfunalization of the state troops have
been placed before the military cone
mIttees in the form of a bill drafted
by representatives of the asicortation
at the request of the senate commit-
tee. The regulations contemplated are
glean force by a provision limiting
'_participation in the federal pay feature
to officers, men or organizatIons rom•
plying with certain epecifted require-
ments
11"-tv Setilii-StinilnaT pay prep piri
ail Vetoes; Major-generals. $40.
brtgadiers, $700; colonels, $1;00; lieu-
tenantnolonels, $550; majors. $525;
•captaIns, $300; first lieutenants. $W:
second lieutenants, $21.0. Enlisted
men would be paid on the basis of 25
per cent of the pay rates of the regu-
lar army. a private receiving *ppm-
tmatety $45 a me.-   —
The maximum number of troops pro-
vided for by the bile'is 500 for each
congressional district, or a total peace
strength of approximately 200,000. an
Increase of 70.000 over the present
strength of the national guard. They
woad- TorTh ils ifeteirgee branch-of the
regular army in time of war when'
-MUM Into She federal servtee. The-
-- a  atanald_Ualia
LONG A PLAGUE TO YOUTH
Schoolboys of Many Centuries Ago
Had to Wrestle With Problems
of Arithmetic.
The modern schootboy-may nd
comfort in the faet that4ee-4SO
echoolbuys have been worried by just
such desperate problems in arithmetic
as annoy him most.
Among the archeological discoveries
in Egypt is a papyrus roll, In excilent
ceindition, dating from a period about
17e0 B. C. This roll. which has si long
heading beginning "Directions bow to
attain the knowledge of -all dark
things," proves beyond a doubt that
the Egyptian of that time had a thor-
ough knoWledge of the elements of
arithmetic.
Numerous examples Show that their
principal operations with 'units and
fractions were made by Means of addi-
tion and multiplication.. Subtraction
and dirisien were net known in their
„present form, but cerrect results were
nobtaineds nevertheless.
Equations are a'so found la the
papyrus. Here is one which brings the
Egyptian echoolboy home to us: - ---
Ten measures of barley are to be di-
. yided among ten persons in such a man-
ner that eacheguersequentspersori shall
receive one-eigt;th of a me'esure less
than the one -before him. Anatter ex-
ample given te. There ere sniee men.
each one has seven Cats, each cet has
eaten seven nrtee. each mouse hall
eatep seven grains of , beries. Each
grain of barley would have Yielded
seven meaeura_ef.bnrley„__ 11c,w _muck
barley has been loetet
The tameyeterisaleo -contains calcites-
Dons of area, the talculatioe of the
area of a circle. attempts et squaring
the circle, and finally calculation of
the cubic measueemente of pyramids.
Served Him Right.
"1 admit I wese found in the posses-
Men of firearms" raid the prieoner.
'But Its only a joke of mine, my jord."
 'Eanlainenegraelfee AattLehaetiaglin
taste. a.
"Why, I put two pistols In my pocket
when I got out to a Menet!' gathering
Then I start talking of r.ereplanes_e
"Well'"' .
'Then I say my life was opce saved
be parachutes." . -- •
"Teer. •
• "And then .I rue ourthe reatel. and
- -sex XatIr.-/eLehecak;--41a,laa' 'Seer' ,
• I seg.  Did :ion make ep that
• Joke your-self"
• - "Tea, my lore...
Yettsfa7Yt:ISINI1retelflik-
.0
•-•"7*"'t
Pettedly- nbt a Crinie. hat the pen
. .elty le hard labor, just tlat save. .. .
-An entfirtment contrail would bene-
quirece under whieh the reedier would
bind himself to serve the federal gov-
ernment. "within or without the con-
tinental limits of the United States,"
for a period of two years or until dig-
etiargeE51111"1
CONGRESS THANKS NHL
House Military Committee In Haman,
on Proposed Army Increase Plan.
National Guard Wine.
---
Washington-A new note of hae
mob, dna co operatlim on natiouerilis
tense problenis has been struck ID t
Melee military committee as a direct
result ist-tifft reehrtertion -of "tweets
Garrison. It found expression In the
Adoption of a resolution decluring the
conitnittees appreciation of the conft-
Artier j'reitideat'Wiliwp reposed to it;
and in the ornate committee, as die-
closed in his correspondence with Mr.
(Wilson.
The non partisan character of the
anti  wee einutmeltee by the fact
that the resolution was offered by Rep-
tutivf, Kahe-efatall-leetiia.
tug Republican, tfiember of the cow-
hull tee.
Members of both the congressional
eommittees declared the war twerp-
Hwy's...withdrawal had 'brought out
sharply the president's desire that con-
Mess should work•out its army prob-
lems In Its own best judgment, despite
his personal preferenee fur the tont!'
melte) army scheme edvocated by Mr.
earrbion and the army war college.
The net result, they agreed. was a Her.
Ification of the congressional atmos-
phere and the amitiranee of support for
the bills from elements of both the
)ernocratic and Republican oldest*
hind heretofore been counted against
•
the measures.
In substance, it is believed, the bills
to be drafted will represent an effort
to make rife:etre virtually, all of the
plans of the war department with the
escepthin that federalization of the na-
tional gitard will be sought as a emit,
*Mute fur the continental army plan
Both house and senate committees
will take up the work of drafting the
measures at once,
The house bill, it Is expected, will
provide for the payment uf national
tuardsmen who comply with all regu-
lations laid down by congress on a
Muds eufficiently liberal te insure the
recruiting of-apperikinlately 00,000
olt.1”i•tai &ire of-the propos
continental artnyeTo make certain the
availability for federal Ilse in time of
war or great emergent y of all men
who participate in this payment, the
plan contemplates authorizing the
president to draft them Into a volute
eer army.
out at any time during his three-year
enlistment period. The enlistment pe-
riod. of any soldier- whose time Was
C1011• to expiration when les regitnent
was calladautt_ would be eztendcdau-
'It 1? -proposed to, o away willitrorte
-of officers try; elect-tote anal et-went-he
eons would be. limited to specified
lasses and granted only after exam-
inations by the war department. Pro-
Motions during active terrice would be
made by the president from the coin-
ruissioued forse or ranks of the or-
ganiza•lon, dependent upon -the grade
to be filled. This clause is aimed at
, appointments from civil life.
At least 4S drills a year and partic-
. tpation in annual field maneuvers
would be required. An elaborate sys-
tem of regulations for trahatng and
discipline has been worked out.
RADIO PREPAREDNESS.
25.000 Amateur , Licensed Operator,
Will - Give a Demonstration.
Wastriegton. -- A •dcmenstration of
radio preparedness will be given by
the 25.00e amateur lieensed operators
In the- United States. beginneag eion•
day night, Feb. 21. at 11 onioek, cen-
tral time. At that hour a message in
keeping with the spirit of the following
day, the anniversary of the birth' of
George Washington, will be flashed
from a station near the Rock Island
entente!. Mine's. .for relay through-
out the tnited. States.
iiovernnieni officiels here have giv-
en the plan their unanimous indorse-
ment, but. will refrain from actual pan
ticipation in th'e movement. This will
be left entirely to the amateur oper-
ators. wirelese aesociations and, Boy
I-Seoul. 'organizations the. Letterused to deliver the messages through-out their respective territortes. A copy,
ei of the message weil be handed. person,'
to b - and thy ors.
of the larger cities. -
"NIROW OVER ARMED
SHIPS DEVELOPS
GERMAN CONSUL INDICTED
Franz Bopp, With Post at San Fran-
Charged-With Being Can.
nected-Tr-13i omb-Pfas. 
_
 — -
Wasidngton.-The German consul.
Franz Bopp, has been indicted in San
Francisco by a federai greed jury in
connection with the so-called Crowley
plot to blow up munrion plants and
interfere with commerce in munitims
of war, according to a report received
at the department of justice.
Bopp was reported to be indicted
under the Sherman anti-trust law and
under the section of the petal code
which forbids the conspiracy to set on
foot military expeditions from the
United States against a friendly na-
tion. Details of the indictment were counties through which the proposed
Ilacking here, but officials understood routes are located, it is expected Ishat
that this section was resorted to be- the meeting will be attended by many
1cause of alleged - plans againat,Canada thousand citizens from that state.
. The highway plan, which is fostered
WOULD DOMINATE IN HAITI. I by the 
Memphis Beetness Men's Asso-
--- -
AIMSBICANS WILL BE WARNED
NOT TO TAItt-PAIISM)11
ON THEM.
ENGLAND WILL PROTEST
Boycott of American Ports May Be
Pet into &Mot --bp-Alltea
Commerce Would Suffer
Thereby.
Washington-The Vetted States will
adopt the suggestion of the German
government and ware Americans not
to take visages on armed merchant-
men.
Definite information that this is the
Intention of President Wilson and that
an announcement to this effect will
shortly -be made by the state depart.
ment was forthcoming from an Ali.
thOcItal Iv.. source.
In dipioniatle circlec discussion cen•
need vu the probability of Llitnetr
dent taking this 'nurse, lad Its 111-
pritableeronsequences Even the most
conservative opinion holds that Hie
resultant situation will involve this
country in a controversy with Great
Itritgin which may (evilly prove to be
the most troublesome end embarrass-
ing of any the United States has yet
had to face.
No one conversant with the facts in
the ease goes so far as to forecast
anything more serious growing out of
the controversy than a loss of foreign
trade. hut that the United States
must expect to suffer seriously In this
respect if the Gorman contention as
to armed merchantmen ria-uplield by
hie' government considered ineelttle
ble by beet Informed statesmen. '
.--Thrts toes, ft
Inflicted on American commerce y re-
taliatory measures, which It must be
expected the allies will probably take.
If the United States prohibits the
clearance_ from its ports of armed
Itterc1auj.le ye. AIWA Mae be cieunt•
ed upon to reply by discontinuing the
entrance Into American ports of all
kinds of their merchantmen. Denied
the use of allied merchantruen, which
now carry almost all the foreign trade
of the United States, the seriousness
`••e••r-
GARNISON RESIGNS POST
Secretary el War Quits the Cabinet tie
!muse Genesee* Objects to His
Continental Army Pion.
Washington. --Secretary Oarrison re.
signed his portfolio of serreary of war
because President Wilson "Stiehl not
arreaut•ably" support the continetital
afner pilot-end bingtii."-Ife opposed
the administration's program dittoing
a definite time fur Philippine Mils.
the 
siii ion 
and
ndraen -en. atl'res itiinhtu agiWllsonst404pdacce teodh
successor.
The president himself probably will
take personal charee th• admitils-
trifion's national defense Plans in
"ngrea' — Assistant SecretaryRee4 ietarLiff ken-ri dge
resigned as ts! astatepelty to
his chief, whose views he shares. The
president avenged his resignation.
Dont take effect immediately Major'
General Scott, chief of staff of the
a-my, automatically ',peonies secre-
tary of war ad IntrrIni.
It Is known that ono of Secretary
Garrison's principal reasons for his
conviction that only • federal cone
mints' army, Itistead.of a reorganized
eational guard, could be the main mil
itary depenrienee of the nation was ids
-belief that some day the United States
may be called upon to defend the Mon -
tee tiocerlue, and in that event he
foresaw that the national guard mirtht
not ba available for usnoutalde of the
n e Itates before a rieclarat on
war.
Upon that cententien, on the ono
hand, that the continental army, or
ultimately universal service, was the
nation's only reliance and the position
on the other that no one plan could be
enforced upon -colutresees President
%Salmon and his iiieretary of war part
ed ofticiai company.
Mr. Garrison chaearterized the
Clarke ainendenent to the Philippine
het provtding-ennditiontilly for the in-
dependence of the islands within four
years. "an abandonment of the d-uty
qf this. nation and a breach of trust
for the Filipinos" 'nip- president re-
arke arneettn-ent wad- "%Melee at
this time," but added "It would clearly
be meet inadvisable fair nie to take the
position that I must dissent from that
action should both houses of congress
rilligut.iruk _etribecIptittbstanierol:
ment until the final action was -berore
him in definite form,'
Expressions of regret over the turn
of affairs were general in administra-
tion ctrcles. The president thinks
highly of Mr. tLarenmeat anti
.(lardsoiskiia been thaw-arm friend
of most of the other cabinet members._
WILSON ASKS TARIFF BOARD
-
pt;elly- ea-' iqalenlait PA 
U. S. Senate Is Urged to Ratify Treaty
With Republic.
Washington.- The senate commit-
tee on foreign relations has ordered
reponed to the 'Renate with recom-
mendation for ratification the Heiden
treaty provicang for financial protec-
torate over the reputlic by the Unit-
ed States. There was no. dissenting
vote. Eleven senators were present.
The proposed treaty provides chief-
ly: . Ameritan supervision of finances
and collection of custems. American
supervision of payment of public debt.
inquiry into validity of existing depts
and regulation of coatraction of iris;
lire defame Policing of the repute*
by a constabulary, at first headed by
American officers, Intervention by
the United Staten if uetessary to pre-
serve order, and for guaranteeing the
territorial integrity and independence
of 'Haiti. Development of Haitien re-
sources under Amernan law.
Dvinsk More Secure.
London.-Reixec's Petrograd covet
spondent says the Russians attach sig-
ificeance to the capture of the villagehf
et Garbounoski, announced by the 
war office. It is said possession of
this towel renders the defense-of
peeesk more secure _
Prussian Losses 2.000.000.
London - The Amsterdam Courant.
Mates that the Pruesian casualty lists
-numbered 420 to 42Nshow 19.3ae dead,
wounded and missing and Prussian
11,sts Nos_ 430 to 43e show 1e,34_9_ dead,
wounded and missing. The total Pt-us-
-Man iceeeee are lenity-sited- Ise-
Cornell's Laboratory Burns.
_Ithmeteeee. Yese)itorae_Hall. contain
tile Cornell University .chemical lab-
oratorie-s and scientific equipments.
bat beeu destroyed by "fire. The loss
I s estimated at C100.000. partly cov-
ered by insurance. The cause of the
fire has not been determined. No one.
was in the -building at the time. Fire-
men were menaced by chemical ex-
plosions and the lack of water pres-
- ewe hampered their wc.rk, hemicals
which, a nee ' said. cinnotione. placed
w 'Milner To the leuretesair war were
paper as e.377.37S. consumed.
After C.zerrefiltita
" Petregrad -Developments in the Ga-
lician campaign are very pro:nip...lit in
the„ne.-vs. After successfully resisting
' GERMANY NOTIFIES U.S.
Will Treat Armed 'Merchantmen as
German attacks the Russians have Warships in Future.
now reenmed -thet-effelOire- Their °lei washiugt - t;ermany and. Aoetria.
 in.ct is the capture of eerenowitz, cap-  througli thelr embassies Itere, have no-
-- titled the lenited States of the4 inten-ital of Ttukowina. .e`apture of ihis
elte.-M- Ii(hciRg2it• would e'en lion -to tree* arneen feeectintmen yis
floilltranin The eines-Ina" seeepeeps after March 1. That date
•umey and effectleainese et-alete-galitl.„6A, erefeeeire 
awes
-sten artilfiii -is Mg :Rifled 1:ft time to signiff their ir.teniton toward
COMM- CI. nghtiRK-Cla- tbr- liw-;Psk tha recent note_ of the Uldie(1 $tatel- _a
e
„
front The Merman aewaltre Rea4 . proposing the disarniaitient of l met*
have been ferzed beet repeatedly. I tilantmea
.
•
MONSTER ROAD MEETING.
Memphis Convention Will Route the
Jefferson Davis Highway.
Memphis --A monster meeting of
Tennessee and Mississippi citizens to
be held here Feb. 17 and Is will take
the initial step in selecting the route
for the proposed Jefferson Davis High
way, which will connect Memphis with
the Mississippi gulf coast. Because of
the interest and rivalry that has been
engendered in the various Mississippi
elation. is to be built as a memorial to
the president of the Southern Confed-
eracy. For this reason the Daughters
of the Confederacy are taking a large
amount of interest in it.
The chief fight for the highway. It
is claimed. is between the "Delta
route" and the "Central Missis.sippi
route." At the Memphis end of the
highway, connection will be made with
the Fulton-Memphis highway, which
In turn taps several of the important
highways north of the Ohio river. The
southern terminus of the route will
be Beauvoir, where was the home of
Jefferson Davis.
BRANDEIS IS /4SSAiLED.
Iowa Lawyer Testifies That 'Presi-
dent's Appointee unprofessional.
Washington-Investigation of Presi-
dent Wilson's nomination of Louis D.
Brandeis of Boston to the supreme
court bench has been begun by a sen-
ate subcommittee. which first heard
Clifford Thorn. chairman of the Iowa
board of railroad cone:air-sumer:I, who
was associated with Mr. Brandeis in
the fight against the Eaetern rail-
roads Increased rates,
Thorn charged that Brandeis. as an
attorney, appearing for the shipp•ra,
conceded that the rate return to the
railroads was inadequate, and List
Brandeis, in his opening oral angle'
ment to the Int enstate commerce com-
mission, conceded that the retUrns
were inconsistent with the prosperity
of -1- el-c rallecaideeseind the welfare of
the online.
°Good-Bye, Poetoffice."
, "atemphiet -White River. Ark., e lit-
'tic town near the mouth of White
river: is _minus a postoffiee on account
of the high waters.
"My isostofthie Is now floating down
the .river. -Unless it Iiidgett. against
Pomo trees- it will lie
writes .4e. ralretreas-_,
waslurated a refOrhicti tore from
danaping the mat1, aiet
tthe,sostintstrese into the water, from
which they were rescued. •
- _ -
President's Plea Before U. S. Chamber
of Commerce Applauded-Says We
Need a Merchant Marine.
leashIngton. }'resident Wileun tole
the chamber of commerce of the Unit-
ed States at their meeting here that
Amerk-a needed a real scientific tariff
board, and he thought it was going to
get it, that it needed a real merchant
marine, and that it was absolutely
necessary some beginning should be
niade at onee to get that, too, and that
had it not been for the effectiveness
of the federal reserv law as a Dust-
nss preparedness measure there was
no telling what commercial disaster
would have overwhelmed ,the United
States with the present war. Of the
prospect for keeping the country at
peace, be said that while no immede
ate. international crisis faced the na-
tion, "we are merely holding trouble
at arm's length."
The president's reference to the tar-
iff board and the merchant marine
were greeted with tumult WWI ap-
plause by members of Me chamber and
their friends at a dinner closing the
organization's annual convention. His
reference to his western tour also
evoked .e demonstration.
The -President assailed the tardiness
of American business men in the past
to broaden their commercial vision be-
yond mho boundaries of this country.
The war, iie. said, had -thrust Amer-
ica into the i':Conomic leadership of
the world." despite this. There were
many instrumentalities, however.
which America needed sorely, he said.
One of them related ta the tariff.
"We ought to have a real ocientific
tariff board and I think we are going
to have it." he said. He reiterated
, Ms decLaration that he had changed
his-mind about the need of this be-
cause world affairs had whollyealtercd
during the past le mouths. His great-
est difficulty, be thought, weuld be in
obtaining menftsr the board who were.
both capable and non-parlsen.
Rebels Are Augmented.
Loadon.--Tokess dispatches, state the
Chine-be- rebels who advanced from
Tolman provinc-e into Sze-t'huen and
captured Luchow and Chung-King
have heels ;joined-Try government
troops. —
•
Pindell Denies Offer.
Peoria, 111.- Itetry el linden. pub-
lisher of the Peoria Journal, mention
ed as a possible successor to Secre-
tary Garrisen. has issued a statement
denying that he had been offered •
p/scP in the cabiteet.
Municipal Fishing Hole..
- endear -A lime-Mak frets n g bola Is
the object of 'a movement launched
here.. _The city reFerloic._ (row It hiel.
fishermen are barred now, wobld pa
throwe Owes as stagier",
•
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IS CHILD CROSS,
FEVERISH, SICK rItLook, Mother! If tongue
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."
Children love this "fruit !entree.*
and nothing else cleanses time tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the resiiI Is
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one kellomee
cress, half sick, feverish, ill& eat,
sleep or act naturally, breath is bad.
System full of cold, ha* gore throat.
stemeelenehe or Maras**. Winn.
Mother! thee If tongue Is coaled, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of rigs," and In a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the .71-
tern, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs"Incause it In perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it nay-
er falls to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
Ask at the store for a ra cent bottle
Of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
of all nges and for grownups plainly
printed on the bottle. Adv.
Shallow,
ileeti thinker?
Dodge-No; he begins to flounder
before he gets out very deep.'
BANISH PIMPLES QUICKLY
•
Easily and Cheaply by Using Cuticure
Soap and Ointment. Trial Fres. IN,
Smear the pimples lightly a .th Cuti-
curs Ointment on end of finger and
allow It to remain on five minutes.
Then bathe with hot water and Cutl-
_Mira Sualeand efiatilitte •GMO minute*.
This treatment id best upon rising and
retiring, but is effective at any time.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcsa*-ettffcesge-Dep1e-Lr—
Boston. Sold everywhere.-Adv-• fa
Might Be.
"U'hat is the Pan-American con-
gress, pa?"
"I don't know exactly, lint it sounds
1F1511111rbtr9s-ronverstem of our
hyphenated fellow citizens."
A
TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FAUNA&
Girls! Try Thiel Makes Hair Thick.
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful-No
More Itching Scalp.
Within ten minutes after an appli-
cation OrIlanderine you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new
hair, tine and downy at first-yes--but
really new hair-growing all over the
Scalp.
A little Danderine immediately dou-
bles the beauty of your hair No dif-
ference bow dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is amaz-
ing-your hair will be light, fluffy
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of KnowIton's
Danderine from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any-that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment-that's
abrely can have beautiful hair
and lots of it if you will just try a lit.
Be Danderine. Adv..
Denied.
-That young man is the
earth,"
"Oh, tie. be isn't: he's too fresh "
salt of the
To Drive Out Malaria
And Budd Up The Systems
Take the Old Stanilaid GROVES
TASTELESS chill TONIC You Imo*
chat you are taking, as the formula is
printed on every label. showing it
Quinine and Trao In a ea-Y.144es form. The
Quinios drives out malaria, the liar,,'
builds up the ay-sum. eo cents.
The Sort
-What kind of ships do they have
dog it atelies on!-
••Why. berks. ef ceeree"
Ask ycur deeler for the free book
let, "Useful Hints for Horse Owners,"
issued by G. O. Hanford Mfg. Co-. S7116
curie, N. Y. manufacturers, of Haar
ford's Balsam of Myrrh. Adv. '
With the exception of a discolcred
eye., anything hand punted Is Pa*
lonablo.
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
should be given to sprains, swellings
bruises, rheumatism and neuralgia
Keep Mansfield's elatric Arnica Lint
ment handy on the abet? Three eine
-25c, ritac and 51.00.-Adv.
- - —
•Any lean whose Will b all It
*Is wile's name. Is to tie .pitied. •
For calks Ise •NanfOrd'e pstagea,.
Adv.
:. Tee inteviss trimmer. Wi
eve steps t.. reise money.
Many n..man who seeks tagibe SINS
sailatna bat infamy .----
40-
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Not a Bite of
Breakfast Until
You Drink Water
Gays • glass of hot water and
phosphate prevents Uinta&
and keeps us fit.
Just MI OW, when It burns, leaves
behin4-,41--ellfteln amount of income
buntible Material In the form of ashes,
so the food and drink taken day after
day leaves in the alimentary canal s
certain amount of indigestible mate-
- ylel, which if nut completely atiazinet-
ed from the system each day, becomes
good for the millions of bacterta which
Infest the bowels. From this mass of
. left-over wants, toxins and ptomaine.
like poisons are formed and sucked
Into the blood.
Men and women who can't get feel-
ing right must begiu to take inside
baths. Before eating breakfast each
Morning drink a glass of real hot wa•
ter with a teaspoonful of limestone
phosphate In it to wash out of the
thirty feet of bowels the previous day's
accumulation of poisons and toxins
and to keep the entire alimentary
canal clean, pure and fresh.
Those who are subject to sick head-
ache, colds, biliousness, constipation,
others who wake up with bad taste,
foul breath, backache, rheumatic Stiff-
ness, or hare a sour, gassy stomach
after meals, are urged to get a quarter
pouud of limestone phosphate from
any druggist or storekeeper, and be-
gin practicing Internal sanitation.
This will cost very little, but is sunl-
it cleat, to make anyone an enthusiast
on the subject.
Remember inside bathing is more
important than outside bathing, be-
cause the skin pores do not absorb
Impurities into the blood, causing poor
health, while the bowel pores do.
Just as soap and hot water clefilleek
sweeten/ and freshens the skin, so
hot water and limestone phosphate
act on tho stomach, liver kidneys and
bowele.--Adv, 
Good Prospect for Business.
4 young lawyer tells this story on
himself with a keen appreciation of
Its humor:
'A negro come into my office re-
 ,CSOLIF-4111d-sansull.e41 with me about
getting a divorce for his4laughter, who
was the eldest child. After ascertain-
ing from the old negro the grounds
for a (Retiree he_settcd me what my
charges would be. 1.told him, and he
you 
knows. you My_ beefless?' I
told  him. 'Yes; and I appreciated It.
'Yon knows l's always going to give
you my business, and Mary what
wants this divert.° is my oldest chile.
and Not and onliest one married. This
thing is just 'tartan'. and I has eleven
chillune and, of course, you'll get them
all, and couldn't you make me a
wholesale price on them?"'
Rare Example of Realism.
A certain fiction writer applied to a
friend, an interne in a hospital, for
some local color for a tale he had
based upon an occurrence in such an
Institution.
The interne couldn't think of any-
thing of moment, but the writer jogged
his memory thus:
"Surely, you know of some realistic
bit here that I could use."
-I have it!" suddenly exclaimed the
ene.
"Yes," eagerly came from the wrieer.
-Here is realism with a vengeance."
staid the youthful interne. "One of our
patients walked in his sleep because
he dreamed he had no carfare."
A GOOD CHANGE.
A Change of Food Works Wonders
Wrong food and drink cause a lot of
trouble in this world. To change is
first aid when a person is ill, particu-
larly from stomach and nervous trou-
ble As an illustration: A lady in
Mo. was brought around to health
again by leaving off coffee and some
of food that did not agree with
net.
She says:
-For a number of years I suffered
with stomach and bowel trouble which
kept getting worse until I was 111
s most of the time. About form years
one I lett off coffee and began yeti'
11111 Postern. My stomach Mid -bowels
- improved right along, but I was so re-
duced In flesh and so nervous that the
least thing would overcome me.
"Then I changed my food and began
using Grape-Nuts in addition to
Postum. I lived on these two princi-
pally for about four months. Day by
day I gained in flesh and strength un-
til the nervous trouble had disap-
peared. I feel that I owe my health
to Postern and Grape-Nuts.
"Husband was troubled, for a long
time, with occasional cramps, and
slept badly. Finally I prevailed upon
him to leave oft' coffee and take
Postum. After he tried Postum for
a few days he found that he could
sleep and that his cramps disappeared.
HO never went back to coffee." Name
given by Postum Co.. Battle Creek
hi let.
Postum comes in two forms: •
Postum Cereal-the original form-
must be well boiled. 15c and :5c
1ckages.
Instant Posture--e soluble powder-
4 
dissolvea quickly in a cup of hot wa-
' ter. end, with cream and sneer. makes
• \w -dvstirtrects beverage 
instantly. 30e
and Sec ttaa. e
Both kinds are equally delicious and
Oceit about the satteeper 9a.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
-mid by Grecere.
t
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Kin Hubbard Essays
GRACEFUL OLE AGE
• Illy KIN HUSSAR°.
Thiele Niles Turner, who is roundin'
out his one hundred an' fourth year,
recently wus asked how be accounted
for his longevity. Lookin' up from a
rough draft o' th' Belgian frontier he
said:
eatin' what's net before me an'
playin' tie game lives' a life long
*Democrat, I early learned t' except th'
Inevitable as th' best t' be bail Folks
nowadays atit'Ino Much elven, after
paselre th' tutlYidian o' life, t' in
tie past or worryite shout th' future.
They let too many golden days slip
away while they make little journeys
back t' th' echelons shore or hibernate
till somethin' turns up. There haint
mitten' as witherin' as broodin' o'er
th' past-recallite th' days when you
boarded et home fer nothIn', or
strolled down th' road by h' tannery'
em.
••••
•
• .. •••••••••• 
forever an' emerrole is as,iiiicertatri sa
th' feller who'll be bask in a mitiutte
"T•day's ours. It's here. an' we've
got twenty-four hours V neck., some
kind of a showin'.
"If Cmogeow conies
good. but telaya th' time t• clean up.
"Tie days o' blue-jeans an' side
horns have peeled. We must ettitivat
the faculty o' fallin' in with telay.
"Its rein* • seillt 114a.
whiskers is standln' still.
"Along th' curb o' life are lined th'
pinched an' seedy quitterio who have
dropped out o' th' precession o' life V
remain with th' ole order o' things.
"After we lay down th' shovel an'
th' hoe an' git over on borrowed time
we should work up a route an' keep on
4h' go. Too many ole men seem e
live ter ther whiskers alone. Drive
_
"Counton' th' Days Till We Can Lay Back In idleness an' gnjoy Life Is
Another Habit That Renders Us insensible t' th' Joys e th' Present,
While th' Gray  Hairs Thrive an' Multiply Above Our  Temples.**
all well an'
•••••••••••..._
•••••••• •••
040 •••••••1
with some freckle-nosed slip of a girl,
happy an' mushy in th' flush o' young
"Countln* th' days till we can lay
back in idleness an' enjoy life is an-
other habit that renders us insensible
t' th' joys o' th' present while th' grey
hairs thrive an' multiplY about our
temples, Viewin' with alarm, worryin'
seer whether sebeol continue* or sus-
pends, walthe for money from home
an' tryin' beat th•Atame are all
things that hasten senility, that tot-
term' ole dry cell state that precedes
th' grave.
"Telay'a IV day. Yisterclay is
'em back an' let folksanaii you've got
a shirt on. Don't lot your personal
peacetime-go-4 au-abau
doned lamented. Guard agin' bein
called 'Uncle Billy.' Once you're
called 'Uncle Hilly' you git in th' way
If you heard Stephen A. Douglas
speak at Cairo, Illinois, keep still
sheet- it, -Inahteoheresesetiee.past,--Ifoo:
talk about what might have been or
what's bound t' come. Stick what is
GU your events hot off th' bat. Re-
member t'day's tic' day an' git some-
thin' out Olt even if it's only a check
-game."
----Gyeat-Men-ol-' Humble Origin
Hon. Ex-lErittor Cale Fluhart deliv-
ered th' baccalaureate address V
th' graduatin• class o' th' Apple Grove
high school. last Wednesday night,
without th' aid of a white lawn tie, an'
his Prince Albert coat looked almost
as good as it did at th' close o' th'
civil war. Th• aged journalist never
appeared t' better advantage. havin'
his subject under perfect control at
all times an' engagin' wrapt at•
tention o' his hearers fer three long
sultry hours, even "ONE WHO WUZ
THERE" remainin' fer th' finish.
Among other things he said:
"Th' population o' this country is
well nigh ont' ninety-three milli . an'
th' boy or girl who expects t' tunnel
t• th' front thro' this wilderness o' hu-
manity must possess th' qualities that
win. What are tic qualities that win?
Energy an thrift! Stan:tin' in front o'
up t' his first pair o' red top boots.
Tell Binkley is another member o' lb'
old barefoot squad who wuz well one
forty years ole before he tasted his
tirst lobster. Biography reCords
scarcely a better exatnple o' industry
an' economy leadire ther possessor out
o' th' most unpropitious circumstances
t' honor an' affluence Tell Hinkley's
father could drink or leave it alone so
he soon went t' work. walkin' fourteen
miles t' his task, an' carry-in' his din-
ner, which consisted of a cold buck-
wheat cake.
"This is th' age o' opportunity an'
ther is no excuse ter anyhuddy playin'
pool in th' daytime. Indulgent par-
ente are th' worst handicap a boy
kin have next t' a fondness for ath-
letics. Work is th' natural exercise.
Nobuddy tin-talk as bitterly agin our
economic system as th' feller who's
•Tilftird Moots Rowed in His game Feet. Sometimes on Circus Day-Even
. Nissen' th' Parade."
th' pustoffice complainin' about th' tar-
iff an' ktiockin* ile-Seek won't buy gro-
ceries. Go t" work at th' first thing
that comes along an' save your money.
A good hod carrier soon gits some-
thin' better, but once a poor hod car-
rier allus a poor hod carrier. I speak
o' hod earryin' beanie it's employ-
ment in every sense o' th' word. Be-
come gilt edged in whatever you do. if
it's only drivin' a dressed poultry wag-
on. Efficiency means promotion an'
promotion means better livin' condi-
tions. Ever' successful man o' eday
kin remember when a two-cent piece
looked as big as a soda crackcr.
-Andy Carnegie_ Tipton Bud, John
Rockefeller, Henry C Frick, Tilferd
Moots an' Charley Schwab are all wen
o' humble ofigin who have brushed th'
snow frora ther pillows in th' days o'
ther youth Carnegie wuza telegraph
operator. often workin' twenty-four
hours straight in his barefeets TiPton
Bud wuz a barefooted boy in Kokomo.
begin' a barman from each one tie
met; John Rockefeller wuz a plain
clerk (a-hind th' counter where his Net
could not be. seen: Tilford ?doots
plowed in his bare feet. sometimes on
circus day-even misalte th' parade.
('barley Schwab, or TIC Steel trust
Mood maestro th' forge la his bare feet.
often stenpin' on *,hot Mug, Henry C.
-Frick. Gs' steel ruaghate, blew stumps
on his father's farm before he worked
savin' up fer a vacation. So begin t'
toil early, an' save. rentemberiti allee.
that ther's plenty o' time t' see Niag-
ary Falls after you git on a payin
basis Niagara Falls 'II anus be where
it is t'day. but th' golden age o' youth
an' energy is !teethe.
"Remember too, that next V whit-
elm' ther's nothin• as demoralizin• an'
tissue dryin' as sowing wild oats."
4c-ow-right, Adams News-pur-r S..rAios.)
Mean Trick..
Maud Willis--So Percy and Claude
are both crazy about you! _
Bess Gillis-Yes, arid they have be-
come the most bitter enemies over it,
too.
Jumbo,- H. Satterwhite writes:
"I want to thank you for, what you have
done fer me. You have cured my wife.
God bless you in your sesek. 1 hope some
day to see you; if I never see you I hope
to meet yeu in heaven. God will reward
-tor-your-ecaed effe-
There is hope, get Daughe's big Free
book on Pellagra and learn about the
remedy tor Pellagra that--has-at Le been
your office!
Perry-Only one. He came today.
The others have been with us some
time.-Life.
SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY IT1
Keep 'Your Locks Youthful, Dare,
Glossy and Thick With Garden
Sage and Sulphur.
When you darken your hair with
-Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can.
tell, because it's done so naturally, so
evenly. Preparing this mixture.
though, at home is mussy and trouble-
some. For 50 cents you can buy at
any drug store the ready-to-use tonic
called "Wyetles Sage and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You just dampen a
sponge or soft brush e'!th it and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time By morn-
ing all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
and luxuriant. You will also dis-
fort. The movement is the resale of stopped falling.
the failure of the Senate to adopt a Gray, faded hair, though no dee-
resolution offered by Senator Speer grace, is a sign of old age, and as we
for the appointment of a committee to all desire a youthful and attractive ap-
confer with a local committee to con- pearatice. get buey- at-Once with Wy-
port the petition for parole, is neither seder the bridge situation and report et tes Sage and Sulphur ktidloolvyears
vounger.-Adv,
tic policy and is enforceable."
New Postleastert, Named, Their Trade.
Fourth-cliks-igistinaeters appointed "I wonder more speculators don'tEqualization Board Organizes.
The-State Board of Equalization was at, Washington for Kentucky were: make aviation trips.r -
irirzYrn IVY CAW. -SterileY and brume- I-MN:ern, Jarieson rarity, Eliza Marie-IT/1y - seseetitatorrer
diately organized by electing W. M. son, vice William P. Terry. resigned: "Deckus-e they're- used An tattier
Duncan. of Lawrenceburg. member Garrett. Floyd county, James T. Ma- flyers."
from the Third Appellate district, bell, vice Nathaniel Estep, resigned;
chairman; W. B. Mason, of Lancaster, Lynch. Jackson county. Rachel M. Min-
Chief clerk, and E. P. Peterson, of Tae- ter, vice Richard Couch, resigned;
lor county, and C. It:Mattingly. of NeIrfoundland. Elliott county. Robert
Meade. assistants_ L. Gray, vice...lra E. Johnson. resigned
.1 
Conference Ends. Leads in illiteritey Fight.
The tuberculosis conference came to co W. 'Witten, or the Cherry Spring
a close here. No attempt was made to district. Grayson county, one .of the
organize and the time and _place for record men in Illiteracy work, was a
the next annual meeting was left to caller on the Kentucky Illiteracy Corn
the Kentueky ,Tuberculosis Commis- retsetee. He taught ee to mat  and
sion, which, through the secretary, write in his .district and :11 of his Du-
Maud
. Cot. I.. NI. Maus, eas responsible for pits wrote letters to the commission
Indeed 7
this ronfe -ea:pressing theit appreciation.-
Bess Gillis-Yes. The other night
1when Percy was eating. Claude had Felony Challenge Bill. ' Lewis Names Howe.
brihed the milk man to come at ten After spirited diecuseien „tit Which Secretary of ,State Lewis reappoint-
O'clock in the evening and to be sure several members took part, the Sen- ed Charlet J. Howse, who has been
to have father hear laim.-Judge.
•
SUFFRAGE BILL IN
HOUSE CALENDAR
PNIIPAREDNESS PROGRAM PRO-
POSED SY PRESIDENT EN.
DoRSED SY HOUSE.
JOINT RESOLUTION PASSED
House Disregarded Unfaverable Re.
port of Committee on Constitu-
tional Amendments,
_
(Special Vrankto.fl Carreepotalene•
rrallkr-Oft. --The pteparednesx pro-
gram proposed by President Wilson
was indorsed by the Senate of ken'
tucky The joint resolution introduced
by Senator Boole* was passed without
opposition, there not even being a roll
call. There was no debate.
Ily it vote of 51 to 40 the House of
Representatlier- disregarded the un
favorable report of the Committee on
Constitutional Amendments on the bill
.e+04reeser..04prodkomm•rawirpr---....-•
Min"PhY°11 Amendment Killed.
WittIOUt I111111 opposition the
two bele Inlrodueeil In she house
repreeentativeit by itepresenta
live Greene, carrellton, designed
to, enforce the Sunday closing law in
Kenton and Catupliell counties,- has
passed Ihe housd. The representatives
from Kenton and 44mi/hell county
fought valiantly to defeat this meas-
ures. Representative Murphy :even
wanrsoTsr ea hi-introduce Crenate-
Gott giving, the _Wind deceit court
juriellittion in the case for the for-
feiture, of licenses. The house defeat-
ed the amendment without a roll call.
The noir rhea/Mot Wangled is
as the "common nuisance Injunction
act." It provide.' any place where
liquor is sold in violation of law shall
be considered a eomnion nuisance and
for the eitbatetnent. of- sur
nuisances by injunction.
ttpon the affidavit' or Gine Mani-
ble cltisems of any community that
such a nuisance exists, the attorney
general of Kentucky is required to in-
stitute an action to enjoin the nut
satire perpettially.
The bill says: "The injunction shall
be granted at the commencement of
the action and no bond shall be re-
quired." The bill was amended on
tnotion of Representative Meyers to
providing for the submission of worn- require the three citizens making the
affidavit shall reside in the magisterialan's suffrage and placed the bill in the
calendar, district where the nuisance is alleged
The vote of the rommittee was 6 to
4 In favor of killing the bill, but Rep-
resentative-Hobbs, of Lexington,- Wi-
llem of the bill, moved that notwith-
standing the unfavorable report the
bill be given its first reading and
played in the c.alendar. He made a
brief speech In support of -the-bill.-and
Representative. Odle Duncan, of /fete
denion, spoke agaInstA.
Those voting for the liobbteoriotIon
Were Representatives Dailey, Days,
Dratcher, Brashear, W. H. Brown, Bul-
lock, Cary, Cook, Cooper, Crowe, Dor-
man, Dover, Embrey, Gardner, 'Gear-
hart. Greene, Grimes, Hall
Hobbs, Holland, Howard, Iackson, 1'.
R. Jones, W. II, Jones, Kauffman,
Lyon, Metzger, Moores, Murphy, Me-
oWlifelifUrray, Neat, Nichols, -Per-
ry, Pleratt,• Purnele Radcliffe, Roach,
Ryans, Spurrier, Stone, Tartar, Thomp-
AQDWall, W-
White, Wilson, Wood, Young (51).
Those voting against the motion
*ere representatives Ampler, Frank J.
Brown, Coleman, Cropper, Cruse, ('um-
mins, Dobbs, Dowling, William Duffy,
thirteen, Durham, Elliston, Gooch, gun-
ollettetetaft, Sohnsow-l- Gebei&dietape
Leo, Lfliy, blathers, Meyers, Mont-
gomery, McAtee, 0•11rien, Oliver, Pick-
ett, Price, Pumphrey, Richardson.
Schneider, L. M. Smith, H. I). Smith,
C. B. Smith. Snyder, Spahn, TIlLS. S
(-40-1. •
  - 
Equality foe AIL
-"Equality for all, epe011rpdfliefree
for none" is the spirit of the-anti-pass
law, said Gov. Stanley when he affixed
his signature to the measure making
it a law, though not operative until
January I, 1917. The approval of the
bill ass made the occasion of conaid-
erablo ceremony. It was the first plat-
form measure, 'as well as the first bill
passed at this session, and It carries
into effect a provision of the constitu-
tion, which has been a dead letter for
26 years. Senator A. E. Stricklett, ef
Covington, and Representative G. L.
Pickett, of Shelbyville, who introduced
the measure in their respective houses,
were present by invitation. The gov-
ernor used two gold pens in signing
the bill and presented to each of Ihe
legislators one of the pens, as he said,
to exist. An amendment offered by
Representative Kauffman to strike out
words "and no bond shall-,be ref-
quire,'" in the section providing for
the injunction of nuisances was de-
feated by a vote of 68 to 35 The bill
passed, 76 to 14. The next taken up
wee the "forfeiture act." This nee's-
nre--providdit any minion keeper who
violates the law Shall forfeit his li-
cense, and that, no such saloon keeper
shall ever be granted another license,
_
Time for Election Changed.
. _The time for holding elections for
school trustees was changed from the
first Saturday In August to the first
Saturday in October.
The Committee on Municipalities
Made favotable-rePoile me-tbe-rollizno
Mg bills: To make license for ve-
hicles issued in one city valid in any
in stele; tit_ enereeriate 112-2fie 
for Kentucky "format and-- Irdnstrial
There is no longer any doubt that PenInstitute; to permit incorporation of
lagra can be cured. Don't delay until it
is too late. It is your duty to consult the
resourceful Baughn.
„eel;
. See
•._ e
"CASCARETS" FOR
SLUGGISH BOWELS
No sick headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation
by morning.
Get a 10-cent bus now.
Turn the rascals oute-the headache.
biliousness, indigestion, the sick, SOW'
stomach and foul eases-turn them
out to-night and keep them out with
Cascorets.
Minions of men and women take •
Casearet now and then and
tnnWt1rs .fidaery eauseirkfli lazy -
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stub"
ash.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascareta cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food:
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison le the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Casenret to-nrght straightens yoli
out by morning. They work while
you sleep. A • 10 rent bog from
any drug store means a clear heed.'-'
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Chin
dive love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
--
Then She Said "Yes."
Sbe-7-lieffne I 1111, e te_ wzannwit
I must know more about you. Are
you aiming at onything worth while?
, He -You 14P°133 to hue a, very poor
opinion of yourself
-
Invokes God's Reward-
For Pellagra Cure
real estate concerns; the House bill
to permit countlee containing second
class cities to acquire law libraries,
and to require mortgages to be filed The, tomptoms-hands red like sunburn,
ledleeellollelealead-eentineeseee44440,-- -skis peeeegovileve-entestis; the-
without notice, throat and tongue a flaming red, with
The bill by Senator Hiles, to.appro- mucus and choking; indigestion and
priate $20,000 annually until 1920 for nausea, either diarrhoea or constipation.
the campaign for eradication of illiter-
acy, got a favorable report.
House- resolution -ant -
e attire to. receive whatever-Lu-Me
found. Address American -COmpounding
accrue under the provisions of the
box 2080, Jasper, Ala., remembering--Ihnith-Lever act- got a favorable report,
money is refunded in any case where theA bill introduced by Senator Stricir-
remedy fails to cure.-Adv.
lett amends the act giving, the gov-
ernor a contingent fund, changing the A New Broom,
fiscal year from July 1 to June 30 to Gillet-How many people work in
January 1 to December 31# The bill
also seeks to prohibit any governor
from using any part of the contingent
fund not due during his administration.
Senator Strieklett said that if this bill
is not enacted Gov. Stanley will not
be able to avail himself of the pro-
visions of the contingent fund act for
18 months, as Gov. McCreary used all
money dere up to that date.
Special Course In Schools.
The bill of Senator Combs to pro-
vide for a course in cause and preven-
tion -of sickness and blindness in the
as a token of the appreciation for the ,etate university and normal .schools,
public services they have performed land the bill to amend the statutes re
and a memorial of the occasion. The Wing to the school census in sub-
law is known as the eStricklett-Pickett districts, were reported favorably by
act." the committee on education. The
same committee reported with a fa:
Rules on Pardon Fee. vorable expression the bill to amend
While "under Section MO of the the statutes relating to county higt
.Kentucky statutes, a contract to aid schools.
or -assist in procuring a pardon from
the gavernor. for fee Or reward. is Toll Bridge Planned.
void." said Chief Justice Miller. re- A movetuent has been started here
versing the Boyle circuit court in the to organize a company and erect a
ease of W. M. Gordon against the ad- toll bridge over tee Kentucky river
ministrator of J. L. Gordon. ~a con- connecting North and South Frank- cover dandruff is gone and hair bas
tract to reimburse one for his expenses
In preparing an application to the
State Board of Prison Commissioners
for a parole and to obtain necessary
facts and information required to sup-
forbidden by statute nor against pub- to the next Legislature.
Naturally.
First Theatrical Manager--that
leading man of yours must be ,hard to
ret along with.
eiecond Theatr:cal Manager-He is,
Ther, is out) one _man from whom
they *tit titie-any -
,.First Theatrical ....Yalaiatir;-Vklko-' ts
that"
," Second . Theatrical Manager- The,
prompter.
•
WEARS YOU OliT
I had Kidney and Ste:retch trovp0ekeree
several year; and lest o'er 40
weight; tried every remedy test towarii
and got tie relief until Isttiee. "Ige_._ -
Root. It rive me quick'
an thing that I ever eFS supply of th-
IS and am 1•
of Dr. Kelmees Seel. ne continutici..
mending its afford to bar to --
and kidney in
• , I-Me-time being at laarc
,op a certain portion of tbc
"Ì a• of money to America.
eet
If "A further dropping of mar -
ate, by denying a lino reading and, ad- Acting as assistant secretary of state,_ 
' et prices will bring the weeti Ur
yancepent, "killed" the Frost ,hill, to hold until March 15, or until 1'.
which provided that peremptory chal- successor is appointed and stem: hitherto unheard -A-...f-prie. aar:
rea- , a elenges allow r • -.Is larg riurnber of th°m probab•ed defendant be reduced •lo the governo.
frorii Arleen to ten in homicide 
clea /. 1 • .....,
•ihargo on'l w i a retiort to dui koldiag- coat-
The; bIll had been unfavocebly report-
and to live in all other teeny cases. Appointments By Stanley. .. 7‘.....,  tit.,nit, .
'." •"' "t '  ante's, ii'it where they_ can secur f
ed by a committee, 'and the vote .16 ariG45poin't.nSvelnantsi(:y rup:iole -: ' ' ..".' in ;11v 0,fic, r'u't 11-,,vir wod 
Cth 
. asi-
_- - -,..._..i:! - -.. ititirvil pone it is 12t to:18:-"The mensure lvaalponitnirMi; c_stigltrec , . . ., .. , : - I .. ,..;-_„,r 1:--1-.1-74- .7... ,,. r . ,•,-;a:..- ke-t -14,---
bad ine bedtime- 111 oi ommon. 
stealth's Attorneys' organIzetlott of the jeteeto F t' t) . 7,7 -i-tfr. =i+-,--1 ,,rchliFi'".4:,a_trkht. •
state end meal prominent litelere. Springs Li" _ . .1 1
4 •
eote-reeee.
..." '
o.
4.
110
•
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BUSINESS IS PROHIBITION AND SUFFRAGE from the federal government R1V
BASED ON CONFIDENCE ARE ASKED TO WAIT ONE TEAR tion work in Kentucky.
Farmers (ram several sections
of the state have sent delegates
to Frankfort tb support the bill.
Commissioner of Agriculture Co-
hen and a strong political group-
;are massing against it. It is but
isaast.iiral the interests should be
The passage of the
bill means more actual help for
the farmers of Kentucky and the
A Theory Put Int. Practie• by W•II
Known Re s'sins, Mae Washington, February lti. -
J. C. BRADY
With the support of suffrage
syMpathizers who thought the
time inopportune for a vote in
the house on; the pending suf-
frage constitutional amendment,
a motion na postpone a report on
the measure until the next sea.
slim of congress was adopted,
nine to seven. today by the ju-
' diciarv committee. At the same
time the committee rejected on
a tie vote a similar motion to
gdatpone until next sesaion a re-
port on the prohibition amend-
"A-Tr-17-igglet -has many opportiiiirtior merit.
to make lasting friends of his ettstoW-
ere." salt* Mr. J. C. Brady, popular
?hotel! l'hernini lest of Vail Inver.
Nla-at. "The ve•ry tiattire of his Intel-
nests drawn their veeindenee for 11114e
helpful suggestion% on the matter of
tenito, ateny people have thanked
Mee 4tar-t•-eatkiipaildltig-,344.xtell. orderlies
an the hest miler for cenatfpation and
Its reeteltalit Ilk. Pet up in
ranee tablet form. they ar. pleassunt to
the taster god enske roe ideal Imitative
for the Mime-for men, womeu and
children alike." ,
We haVe the excliisive selling rights for
ititsan at taxative. ialalie, Its
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
f HE REXALL 51 ORE
A Remarkable College.
-
In the March American Maga-
zine is tt0' story of Oneida Insti-
tute in the Cumberland moun-
tains in Kentucky that feeds,
rooms and teaches some six hun-
dred students at a months and
has no money to pay salaries to
its professors who, without pay,
are drawing the Kentucky moun-
- th
Elizabeth into the twentieth cen-
tury.
The president of the college,
J. A Burns, his been forced to
ft,-.9t the ehatitatteeiee-eiswit-
order to make a little money for
running expenses. He himself
was a native Kentucky boy who
madeohis own shoes out of self
tanned hides,- threehed -wheat
with an old fashioned flail and
picked the seed from -cotter-1- by
hand. Ho considered himself
lucky to get 17 months of school.
In another storY that the Amen- 14
can Magazine printed about Mr. 
with his wife and young son in their
beautiful home at 4226 South Alki
ateeet..meerlooking,the waters of l'uget
Sound. -
If COOKING BY GIRLS
Woman's College In London Gives a
Special Course for Woman
War Workers.
London. - Cookery lessons In a
trench dug in the ground of th-e-new-
King's College for Women Waiver-
Burns of the mountains it called ;for ;50c.-Sexton Bros. quel, will be read with keen in- i 'it). or ebeeoe. at Carnpelen 111111 18
_ among the features of a special course
terest by every citizen. on camp cookery inaugurated at the
J. A. Ellison, Murray, says: college recently and open to nonstu-
ed by fifteen men, twelve of "I suffered for a long time from dents.
whom had to ma':? their mark- "Four years of college ii0e3 a a lame back and often was hard
-t This course and one which opened
(1.nytalrty ionlne.:'1,:ciolnl ontit
attention to the fact that the
charter of his college o as eign-
0449
••-• 1-• — •. "
Ira
 -7,01.1estelgreemerweireessumeato,
Ohio, offered a resolution to Post-
pone indefinite consideration. of
both the suffrage and prohibi-
tion  proNsals. After maul 1:4 1 will pass. There are enough to Seattle in 1599. predicted that this
equal sum for farm denionstra_
depletion of the funds with which
the state board operateei---its
death means ample funds forthe
state board to carry on its en.
deavors with, but less of actual 
value for the farmers.
The state board's field of sr-
Suffragists immediately laun-ItivitY 
is the state fair, and the
farmer's institutes. It does lit-
of the action. At least three. ifi tie else of consequence. The far-
fliers' institutes are not prectsic-not four, members favorable to
al. They are not even well at-their cause were absent when
the vote was taken, they said. I tended. - The state fair is not
essential to- Kentucky agrieul-- The suffrage vote came after
ture. It is a fine thing for Louis-a heated conflict between N'arioue
factions that have been support- r' ville, whose hotel.keepers - and
ing the proposals. Repreaenta- , concessionaries grow passing fat
tives of the congressional union, on the money it 'brings in, hut
Who were eager for a vote -on .the average farmer toiling in
the Susan B. Anthony proposals, his fields seldom haaenough cash
urged members until today to laid by to go up and mingle with
vote immediately upon reporting the throngs.
It.   Mrs. Antoinette Funk of thet Lithe Nichols bill passes and
National Woman Suffrage Asso., the money now frittered out by
elation, however, fearing defeat the state board is,put into actual
of the measure, began to pledge service for the farmer, it is pos-
its friends to vote for an indefi-,sible that future years will see
nite postponement. . __ i greater profits from farm work
At the outset of the meeting! and enable more-otos to journey
today Representative Gard, of 'round to state fairs and similar
functions.
If sufficient pressure is applied
to the legislature, the Nichols
aanierfuniZentileky  to prewrangling the two propositions I-or tlie-7-grriit No-re-St. -ire' Wisely
finally were divided, that pressure. The farmers of Invested his savings in Seattle realty
Make Year Own Healing Remedy at the 
Purchase are as much con- wli..ii values were low. Ile sold his
cerned as any othera. holdings several times and reinvested
Home. opportunely until his wealth passed
Get behind your representa-
a rri---- ------ --- ----------    i 'Tett- ivettfilliest eilfiked Man reiiifes
ing Remedy, add to it a pint of you want the Nichols bill passed,
linseed oil to make a healing oil. They will not let the demand go
or add vaseline to make an oint- unheeded.-Paducah Sun.
ment. You will then have six-
teen ounces--of the healing reme-
dy for harnees and saddle gall,
barbed wire-euts, scratches, or:
any hurt or sore where the skin'
is broken. Postivell guaranteed
the best made. Make it at home. an interview with a Slurry man
By Sa doing you have tg.00 worth over three years ago, and its se-
A MURRAY INTERVIEW.
College vs, Business.
Mr. Ellison Tells His Experience.
The following brief account of
poi. for so long as he may ttve. 
- Hudson river to New York City,
lty Mtrkt cronoray.Deaver managed
to wive several thousandIXdollars In S %ndFriit three days there, our
, party,will leo to sea over the Old
, .._,....._ Domion lihe to Norfolk, up the
1 James river to Richmond, re-
turning by way of Chattanooga.
The western trip will embrace
1. Salt Lake City, four days tour
of the magnificent Yellowstone
., Park, Royal Gorge, Denver, Col-
orado Springs, Cripple Creek,
returning via Chicago.
. These tours are given and all
expenses paid by the magazine
company. Full particulars of
either tour will be sent upon re-
quest by the Southern Woman's
-Nagazine, Nashville, Tenn.
The Fireless Cooker for Everyday Use.
I 
•
The bete noir of every woman
who does not keep a maid is the
cooking of a large family dinner
on Sunday. If she is to prepare
a meal in the regulation way she
cannot go to church, but the wo.
an with a-fireless cooker in her
kitchen can go to church and
atillottave big ntily --abotat-
- dinner table.' The wise Iirtli
woman puts her meat in one
compartment, her two or three.
vegetables in another, and her
_coatarel..or best pudding in. a.
twelve big, full grown, fine un- lot for some men." says a suc- iy able to stoop. The trouble; in leislit 7i=eti.t
hyphenated Americans. ...i _ .cessful buainess man in March was worse when I got up' in  the. "eciallY useful to woman war work-
This eal!ege with no money has Woman's Home Companion, "ot- morning. In fact, I was often 
ers.-in view -nT-The fact that -the cen=-
standing room onlY, and turns hers simply waste the years and hardly able to 
art out of INA.. ploiyment. of
erit
women a.; coottoktsied. poinrte
the-
rs.
away hundreds for leek of room. woald be better off under the Doan's Kidney Pills, from Dale military hospitals. i
IA spite or its poverty and limit,- firmer dieeipline.. of business. & Stubbletleld's drug store made The practical work in the camp
ed faclities it haselreads-elimi- -Those-fond parents who are de- me feel like a different man and'. out caeirY
dzrgure:heat-i.11rehre usnsi11.17-i!anklelnd
rated in its sect:en of the cc in. termined- to force their sons all the symptoms of the trouble will include the building and making
try the feudism of a hundred t/hrough, at whatever cost, often of outside fires. ovens, etc.. itnprov-
and fifty years, - i.nolo given the do the boys a doubtful service: 
left me."
OVERTHREE YEARS LATER i.j7ntflifnge17̀1,LatkeZimannT:' sishitel
mouetaineere the wherewithal . "If, after a year of college, a ' Mr. Ellison said: "I have had no therefore be directed to cooking In
to meet the eh-ange ; conditiens boy PON feels a strong antipathy ' occasion to use any kidney medi- 
large quantities. stewing soup mak-
et advancIng :no:Ocoo to coiiege work and a desire to cine since loan's Kidney i .Pills 
bongiledbrepau=ii.ng and the making 01
easseeare oestoreste.
-MARINE -WINS BIG FORTUNE
^
Wealthiest Enlisted Man In United
Service. Retires After •Thlety
Years In Corps.
Seattle. , Walsh --Sergeant alnYerr
James Deaver. United States Marine
corps. wealth-test 'enlisted niece In the
united leers-Ices wets retired here re-
retitle after thirty years continuous
service. a itti latch. Sam's viva soldiers.
poeseseing real estate. mocker, bohels,
mortnamesk-, and-- -peremod property.
valued ut more then 4 use hundred t ham-
sued dollars
Denver had nn capital when he en-
tered the marine corps In 1Sti5 and
has been dependent entirely on his
pay as an milieted man and Ms own
efforts In the aceamillation of wealth.
lie will continue to draw from the
government about $70 a month retired
•
Free Vacatius Tours.
It has b .en the custom of the
Southern Woman's Magazine for
some time to conduct annually a
aeries of vacation tours fur theiri
representative.. This is a some
what ndvel plan as it dues not
have any contest feature, but is'
a definite offer.
-i- -This year- there will- -be- con-
ducted two tours, a western and
. an eastern. The eastern tour cm•
, braces Philadelphia, Washing-
ton, Atlantic City, Niagara, To-
ronto, Canada: great lakes, the
thousand islands, Montreal, Al-
bany, daylight trip down the
Sergeant Major Deaver.
the first fourteen ytiarie with the ms-Al
rifles, and when he was transfeilter
4i3,444, city would one day be the ruetropo s
the six figure mark.
- - -
Bo•:en real the Ldge 3 'enter business immediately, it is cured me."_ often wise to let him drop (me; Price 50c at all dealers. Don't! TOOK TRAIN IN HER SLEEP
and have a year of business ex- eirnply ask for a kidney remedy Corns uume Off ocrienee. At the end of the year -get Dean's Kidney Pills-lt.be Wisconsin Girl Dreamed Sisters WereBurning to Death en Another
Like Banana Peel
— —
Won!larbit Simpits "Cett-IC Nfver
-T.
. let him have the advice of his same that Mr. Ellison has 'Made Town.
erapleyers arid other successful pub licly recommended. Fos-
I usiness men whom he knows, ler-minkuni CA.. Props.. BuliIt may be that (he year will have N y
• NT: uetria : r 
tl)reinc-eticuatahtiflil::°tfhet-liftleenvile.3:uta.e.'k°1's
t io..
area ,
the eire.4
the cubic .
•
Serve.
"I admtt was •
aion of firearms." sir. tree Thieve
'But It's only a -joke ?°"1"
i
! Mat inettet_. W is.-- A dream that her
Pistn -were- burning 
I death in an orphaupge at Green Bay
Howes Reappoialed. 
o..00ie believed. ay peoeieiens to have
-with :-)av-be able to ho him - 
.., eaussit.the veandorine.sof Maria Wham
eighteeteyearadd tni_,•s, ,.ho returned
.. i l''. i• Zhree additional college__Lirank fert-, _Feb.- Ii. ---Gharles 
here-while police- in northern wisee,„.
y. ,.-ì. v -0! more than pay .104 -11; 1-10-wpr Opointed duriasnagssitshte..
aleoana miehiranIxtme_callarching for 
CU setv.es in the rapidity of -his 'term of C.F.' Creceline: 
.h7.,ii ,l(:. .igleirliy.-or..ie,.::..,•t  ."-iintiye FS di setyors• night 
thing
_LlikcS.S Pren..7.k.S.S. (Ittt the oth, ant secretary .of state by reap-- in ties e.i.I1'.. A. -1":. y calle:.1 to me and I
- . - ..i.voitret.egere.t.44.. james___FL„ Lcu i... 
_Imo& than t tt-ot avatata . 10 save ear Sale.i.. - 2.400,14ersey_ mil,. _arr- had the .r
find him Mere, eager than. ever on apprqval of Gov: Stanley. 1:1;:114 
I The.trneext . --t knew'. waw-ishu Sammie-Downs, 2 miles
.- ta continue at work. In e-ither Since the induction of Mr.- Lew- tele; Thee I awoke" ti Tel;secetni e-as-t1804. . Murray., 
case he is in a far -better pall- is, who recommended %Viiiiam
tion to know the farts and m'ake Diegus. of Prestonburg, for the 
on a train entering-Greete nay.'t .'
------ - ' For croup or sore throat. use
:Iiiirdecision. Anyptle'Twho *Fends Position. Mr. Howes ha a .been 
MOST VENERABLE FIR TREE Dr..Thomae' Electric Oil. Two
•
"Lone Star'
A new, all steel, electric
lighted train from Mem-
phis to Texas via
Cotton Belt
Route
LenVell Memphis 9.30p.m.
ArriveaDalias I I:15 a.m.
Ai rives Ft.Worth 12:50noon
The only *obi trains
between
Memphis and Team
CottonBeltRoute all theweV
-no change. of cars, no misa-
ipg connections. Morning
train leaves Memphis et 940
a m. Trains from ihe South.
west connect at Memphis.
Low Fares
Winter Tourist Fares daily
to many points in Texas,
Louisiana and New Mexico;
stopovers and limit of May
31.1916. All Year Teltrist
Fares daily to certain Texas
poiats.90daylimitstopovers.
Send for illustrated bootie.
lets, and get information
about low fares
froraL. C. uear").;.".
T rtaLTPiisdis .' Br AwKsi:ti.:
Deafness Gullet be Cured.
.41licativ,teo..ily like v: Cl-
third. Her salad is prepared not reach the etiseased porttion of the
early in  morning and not on ear' 
The-re is only law. w`n to cure.
ice, and she goes serenely off to 
draftees. and that le by conatita-
church. 
ottonto-rieried les. I /ergot/es is vaulted.
In theOpreparation Of: cereals elliLliPing of the _Enkiacbsii-Ttibe. OP' 
by an.inflanted comiltion of the mu-
the 4r. sleet has been a revelation. When the tube is tnitomedyon hare
The reason why few wives and a rumbling sward or Imperfect hess
mothers serve the old-fashioned 
i ng, and when it js eta irely closed.
eilio:flaftileiss.iis a result, and unless tile
hominy as a breakfast cereal is at t (rens t 4c) raetid taken out a:.ct
that it takes too long to cook, thesailtiei thee normal cc:-
-yet 
-
most men and the- average ditimr• hearing-war b•Idelltrcled ''..11-
_child revel in it as a change from 
ever; nine caries out of ten are
caused by atarrh. which is nothing
oatmeal every day. Coarse horn- but. an inflamed condition of the
my cooked by this method and mucus snrfaces.
served with butter and dark- We will give One-Hundred D 1-
brown sugar is a treat to most lars for any cage of deaftiese :mos- 1
children. Try cooking cereals in 
by catarrh - that cannot be cured ....
Hall's catarrh cure. Send for c:-
your fireless and you will never culls:, free.
cook them any other way.-Quot- iie, j:tHENF:Y & Ca., Toledo, 0,
-„I
ed from Pictorial Review for Sold by all druggist. 75e.
March, 1916. Take Hall's Fancily Pills for c
To feel strong, have good ap- 
stipation.
petite and digestion, sleep sound- Notice.-I have bought t loe
ly and enjoy life. use Burdock Parks mill and it will be run
Blood Bitters, the family system each Tuesday. Thursday and Sat-
tonic. Price $1.00. urday.-.C. R. Broach.
Hems! Hens!!
ing
Pro
41
da3
ing
bie
wil
j--;s-ato
'11F-W-s
to
A
ICIsoOni+hv . . must he , impressed acting as assistant and keeping
with the general futility of at. the executive journal but the
Pound- in Olympic National Forest ir
Washington by Ranger-Hai
Watch this paper for our high,
prices on hens about the 25th.
Don't get excited and turn them !
loose, as we will be in the man.;
ket good and strong. - W. L.
Baucom & Son, Cherry. Ky.
Field seeds, hardware a n d
ranges sold by Bury Bros.
-Farm Loans.
Five year's time with repay-
ment privilege. No loan for
more than-Eau the value-ofTanii..
No lean for less than 6750.-H.
E. and M. D. Holton, Agents.
tempting sMforce a young man's secretar3.- of state wourd not au-' '1.-.150 Rins. 4g
• i_T*111.111111.113 .-L-- • 
--'"rg dile 'tion - "' trate.
"Why.! put:taro pietols nt ing•-
Pass t4e N -.chola Bill.
t ty. 1.• . b
WIt1141 I got out to a triendlY (albs"- - ---
, Eel Mr. lkwes assistant - until. Then I start talking of aeroplanes.
• ,....• -he grOutling of forces for d'an ,March 
, -
to. or until his succeesor 
The tree has 1.37ra rings of growth,
 • rink for each Fear. which %mild"Well?" 
. .
' Then 1 say any life was once =Taal - - - ' • -
•
...o_
bv parachutes." •
"Yes?"
-And then t poll omit
par. -n' shoots:. int: ha' See?"
"IV. 1 see. Did- yen; make up that- . ,
}olio eourreelf..?": - •
"Two. Frans' hard Eondor
'1"ft .
Poverty Is not • crime -40 It' pen
tatty Is bard labor. Inet the puma -
the_ th,e- -14k-halo o-441
indicait.s a bittce
76,1)7 pktlat measure which
oat. Bus ft I h etate
y. • 1, h01..
lor Sale --- irseete comb brewn• -
triVititit
'curacy and ,effergl
414/i artIlliilk lilts"- tTenr.7 • AV- a• 11.Z, ,••?kk ) t'ut,
tennta. 414.1, 0 n.
front, :1%e - fierniin
have teen tor.eu baclt re4.
_ap-pointed and approved by
' the...governor.
-is heifes 4
nnme. The secretary of state ow oldest Pr tree in the Olympic
national forvst by a relieve accordingthis morning, however, appoint. .eel a report from the format bureau.
-make'big stick
sand yea fb
.The oldees. recorded ,.fir• up. to this
rearel. breaVar had 710 Annero rines.
Wrathltortent and ()roman ist on the in'
IX:hotel t."Z•Zfi. Per of J trea.se. Clecoratrig t site
„ --. at 
r-1111491"-""1"..."17"474""7",114:
-"*"`  ' 4:4T-2 " i"rt %.% 'Xt On Btothers-- tvitirray.
y •
•
2103'
sizes, 2ic and 5i'c, at all drug
stores.
Silver of Quality
Rely on your own
Judgment as to pat-
tern, but remember
durability is the most
important feature.
-I847
ROGERS BROS.
is the name stamped on
the hack of spoilfis. forks
vred fancy servinj pirevs 5
or silverplate of pro
-
•'Stfrer ?LA;
that Wears"
latitude ter eh.tee
• d_in_tas-niaar
• ui designs.
:•,(11c! !yr I. reline ckah.,.
e %erre-here Sa-nd a., r
C italisetat. "Cl. '
showing all
deafen&
iatesenat eke tie**money t•
1110.1.1er. IlintaiiMa C.
er111111,
-et
We Dbn't Want All The Seed Business In This C..oLatu 
.••m••1• d•Milm 41•11111/116 •••••=.•••••••=•••• ••1•1 1•1•1•1•11•1
Government Experts say that only about 10 of the farmers pay
particular attention to the QUALITY of their field seeds.
That's the 10'; that maw want;and we leoe the si‘ed that TILLY —- _
GOLD MEDAL SEEDS
arih, st,„. Cr,rscing,kin;1 -.
• .LPOR FIRST PRI74.4AfitiftS
' •
•- 
• 2../0 
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